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1 INTRODUCTION 

The development of all-ceramic dental restorations is at the forefront of research in den-

tal material science. Currently, the increasing demand for aesthetically pleasing and bio-

compatible dental restorations has inevitably led the interest away from metal-based to 

all-ceramic restorations.1-11 However, the limited strength of ceramic materials is a major 

drawback of all-ceramic restorations.12-15 Due to these limitations, ceramic materials have 

been primarily employed in combination with a stable metal framework, allowing the 

restoration to withstand the high mechanical stresses in the masticatory system. With the 

introduction of yttria stabilized zirconium dioxide (Y-TZP) as a high-strength dental ceram-

ic material, the use of all-ceramic restorations has become possible. Due to a mechanism 

called “transformation toughening”, the Y-TZP shows exceptionally high tensile strength 

compared to other ceramic materials.1, 15-17 The Y-TZP is white because it reflects light 

diffusely, and as such its optical properties far surpass that of even the most advanced 

metal materials.8, 18 This becomes particularly important in the restoration of anterior 

teeth. However, the remaining opacity of the Y-TZP has aesthetic drawbacks, and thus, 

the present use is limited to frameworks, copings, abutments and implants.19, 20 

The main concern raised about zirconia-based restorations is the high rate of veneering 

porcelain chipping. While bulk fractures, which are observed in all other all-ceramic sys-

tems21-24, are rare in zirconia-based systems21, 25, 26, chipping has been reported as the 

most frequent failure mode in the majority of clinical and laboratory studies on 

zirconia.21, 24, 27-35 In contrast to delamination and bulk fracture, chipping occurs as a co-

hesive fracture within the veneering porcelain, as the strong framework material shifts 

the system’s fracture mode from the core to the veneer layer. However, as the chipping 

rates for metal-based restorations are usually lower than for zirconia-based restorations, 

especially for fixed dental prostheses (FDPs)21, chipping seems to be a problem specific to 

zirconia. Various reasons for this phenomenon have been previously discussed, yet with-

out decisive resolution. Among these, the low thermal conductivity of the zirconia36, the 

surface property changes of the zirconia induced by the veneering porcelain37 and a mis-

match of the coefficient of thermal expansion between the zirconia and the veneering 

porcelain38 have been at the center of discussion. 
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While these manufacturing problems remain, one solution which may enable better use 

of the material with minimal chipping occurrence might be to increase the thickness of 

the core coping in the interproximal and incisal portion of the crown (anatomical design). 

The rationale behind this idea is that the increased coping thickness will maintain a con-

stant layer thickness of the veneering porcelain and, as a result, might be more favorable 

in regard to the stress distribution inside the veneering material.39-41 Therefore, this forms 

the basis of the research project herein. 

Previous works indicate that posterior zirconia crowns with improved veneering porcelain 

support show higher fatigue resistance than crowns with a constant layer thickness of the 

zirconia.39, 42-44 The objective of the study within this thesis is an in vitro comparison of 

two different zirconia coping designs. The effect of an anatomical coping design on the 

fatigue behavior of the veneering porcelain is investigated using mouth motion step-

stress accelerated life testing. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 DENTAL CERAMIC MATERIALS 

The word ceramic is derived from the Greek word “keramos”, meaning “potter” or “pot-

tery”. By definition, it includes “solid materials which are nonmetallic and inorganic with a 

crystalline structure”.45 

Ceramic materials are used in all fields of life with a wide range from cooking supplies to 

missile cone noses.46 In comparison to the high-strength ceramics used in the industry, 

which are most commonly based on zirconia, dental ceramics should be strong and aes-

thetically pleasing at the same time. In order to achieve these aesthetic results in dentis-

try, the material needs a certain degree of translucency. Therefore dental ceramics are 

structurally located between industrial ceramics and glass. 

 

2.1.1 TWO BASIC STRUCTURES 

In order to understand the complex structure of modern dental ceramics, it helps to con-

sider them a composite, meaning a composition of two or more entities. As we know the 

term composite usually from particle-filled resins, its meaning can be transferred to ce-

ramics. Ceramics consist of a matrix and fillers.47 According to the atomic structure of the 

matrix, ceramic materials are divided into two main composition categories: Silicate ce-

ramics and oxide ceramics. 

In spite of the differences in composition, the fact that they are basically cohered by cova-

lent and ionic bonds is valid for all kinds of ceramic materials. This is important in order to 

understand the most problematic issue of these materials: their brittleness.48 

 

2.1.1.1 SILICATE CERAMICS 

A silicate is a chemical compound containing a center silicon anion (Si4+). Silicates are the 

major minerals of the earth’s crust, where feldspar is the most common mineral followed 

by quartz.49 To understand the structure of silicate ceramics better, one should look at 

the structure of pure quartz. The dental silicate ceramics can be seen as a modification of 
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this structure and will be explained later in this chapter. Table 1 shows a selection of cur-

rent dental silicate ceramic materials and their applications. 

The basic anatomic module of quartz is SiO4
4-, which is the conjugate base of silicic ac-

id (Si(OH)4) and has tetrahedron geometry.50 In quartz, the SiO4
4--tetrahedron exists as a 

three-dimensional network called silica or silicon dioxide (SiO2). Every silicon anion is con-

nected to another four silicon anions by four oxygen bridges. 

If silica is melted, the atomic bonds are broken. If the melt cools down, it either becomes 

crystalline or amorphous depending on the speed of cooling. If it is cooling down fast, 

atoms do not have time to form a proper lattice. As a result, the formed substance is 

amorphous. Amorphous means that, even if there are covalent and ionic bonds 

(short order range), a long order range does not exist. Therefore it is highly translucent 

and comparatively more susceptible to fracture. This is what we call quartz glass – or 

simply glass. It appears as a “frozen melt”.8 If the melt is cooling down slowly, a proper 

lattice forms. The formed substance is crystalline which means a short and a long order 

range exist. This substance is called quartz. It is more opaque and less susceptible to 

fracture.  

Pure quartz glass is not suitable for dental application because of its high sintering tem-

perature, its high transparency and its high susceptibility to fracture. In order to create a 

clinically applicable dental ceramic material, the pure quartz glass is modified by adding 

impurities: 

1) Network former and network modifier which lower the sintering temperature by 

loosening the strict silica network: 

a) Network formers (Al2O3 and B2O3) are molecules that are able to form a network. 

According to this definition silica is also a network former. Unlike the silicon anion, 

boron and aluminum anions are charged 3+. Being covalently bonded to the silica 

network, there is no possibility for silica to form a strict network because of the 

negative electric charge which is inserted in the network and the fact that in some 

places oxygen bridges are missing. For example: 

O = Al – O – Al = O    +   O – Si – O3       O = Al – O – Al – O – Si – O3  
                                                                                                                                              I            

                                                                                             O-       
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b) Network modifying alkali-salts (Na2O and K2O) split up Si-O-Si bonds by becoming 

ionic binding partners to silica during cooling. Potassium and sodium have a bigger 

atomic radius than silicon, thus the bond strengths inside the network decrease. 

For example: 

Na2O   +   O3 – Si – O – Si – O3      O3 – Si – O-   +   -O – Si – O3   +   2 Na+ 

Besides its effect on the sintering temperature, the decrease of bond strength in-

side the network increases the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE).2, 8, 51 

If network formers and network modifiers are added to pure silica, the product results in 

the chemical formula of feldspar ((Na2O ∙ Al2O3 ∙ 6 SiO2) or (K2O ∙ Al2O3 ∙ 6 SiO2)). There-

fore, all kinds of silicate ceramics which contain a matrix of this composition are called 

feldspathic ceramic.46 

2) Filler particles which hinder crack propagation and diffuse light: 

These fillers are usually crystalline but can also be particles of high melting glasses that 

are stable at the sintering temperature of the ceramic. The resulting ceramic is called 

glass-ceramic if the fillers are not added mechanically as powder during manufacturing, 

but precipitated within the starting melt by special nucleation and growth heat treat-

ments.8, 51-56 The crystals act as a “roadblock” to cracks. A crack propagating in the amor-

phous phase will sooner or later strike a crystal. It must go through or around it, which 

diverts energy from the propagating crack and may also stop it entirely.14, 46, 57 It is also 

possible to control the transparency of the porcelain by adding a special amount of crys-

tals of a special size. Transparency is generally a result of extremely fine crystallite size, 

much smaller than the wavelength of visible light and the refractive indices of the matrix 

and the filler.58 There are three more reasons why crystals are added to the glassy matrix: 

First, the fact that crystals have a high CTE compared to glasses makes it possible to alter 

the CTE of the ceramic by adding more or less of these fillers.8, 59, 60 Second, depending on 

their size, crystals also have influence on the abrasion resistance of the material.46 Third, 

crystals etch faster or slower than the matrix. This leads to a microretentive surface which 

can be utilized for adhesive bonding.8 However, all improvements effected by embedding 

fillers in a glassy matrix depend on the size of those. The smaller and the more uniform 
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crystals are distributed, the higher the flexural strength, translucency and abrasion re-

sistance of the emerging material.46, 58, 61-63 

The two main filler categories for dental glass-ceramic materials are leucite and lithium 

disilicate: 

a) Leucite (K2O ∙ Al2O3 ∙ 4 SiO2) is a crystal, whose structure resembles feldspar.64 It is 

created in an aluminosilicate glass by increasing its K2O content, adding nucleating 

agents and using special heat treatments.65-68 During cooling, a change in the lat-

tice symmetry of the crystal occurs below 605-625°C. Cubic leucite crystals be-

come tetragonal leucite crystals accompanied by a 1.2% increase in volume.59, 69, 70 

On the one hand, this increase in volume will create tangential compressive stress 

in the glassy matrix around the crystals helping to counteract the flexural stress of 

a propagating crack.71 On the other hand, a high difference in the CTE of the ma-

trix and the fillers generates radial tensile stress that can end up in signs of mi-

crocracking and, thus, weakens the material.65, 72, 73 This effect is compensated by 

choosing a very small crystal size.63, 74 Another reason why leucite was chosen as 

filler is that its index of refraction is close to that of feldspathic glasses. This is an 

important factor concerning the maintenance of some translucency.8, 58, 75 Besides 

that, leucite crystals etch faster than the matrix, creating microretentive sites for 

adhesive cementation.76-78 

b) Lithium disilicate crystals (Li2Si2O5) are grown out of a SiO2 ∙ Li2O ∙ Al2O3 ∙ K2O ∙ ZnO 

basic glass by adding P2O5 as a nucleating agent and using special heat 

treatments.53, 79, 80 The process of nucleation is much more complex because of 

the presence of nanosized crystal phases.81, 82 There are two different microstruc-

tures existing during processing: Firstly, the intermediate lithium metasilicate crys-

tals which are smaller and distributed at a lower concentration throughout the 

glassy matrix. In this so-called “blue” stage it is easy to mill the ceramic. Later, the 

final-stage microstructure arises. Crystals are larger and highly concentrated, re-

sulting in higher strength.79, 83-87 The very low refractive index of lithium disilicate 

crystals and their matrix allows embedding a higher number of crystals of a larger 

size in the matrix which makes the glass-ceramic reflect light very naturally while it 

is also providing improved flexural strength.46 Additionally, so as already observed 

in   leucite  glass-ceramics, tangential compressive stresses are  generated  around 
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(Table 1) A selection of current dental silicate ceramic materials and their applications. Material 

properties are not included but will be presented in chapter 2.1.3. Companies: Vita Zahnfabrik, Bad 

Säckingen, Germany; Degudent, Hanau, Germany; Dentsply, York, PA, USA; Ivoclar Vivadent, 

Schaan, Liechtenstein; Wieland, Pforzheim, Germany; 3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA; Pentron Ceram-

ics, Somerset, NJ, USA; DenMat, Santa Maria, CA, USA; Mirage, Kansas City, KS, USA. 
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the crystals due to a mismatch in thermal expansion of the crystals and the matrix. 

By contrast, lithium disilicate ceramics show no microcracking induced by this 

mismatch.88 Lithium disilicate crystals have a layered structure and a needle-like 

morphology which makes them interlock at a high degree. This improved material 

compound is another important reason for the significantly higher fracture tough-

ness of lithium disilicate ceramics compared to other glass-ceramics.79, 82, 89 In con-

trast to leucite glass-ceramics, the application of hydrofluoric acid etches the 

glassy matrix first.78, 90 

With regard to the materials used in this study, a third filler category – fluorapatite – 

should be mentioned. Nanofluorapatite ceramics contain a crystalline phase exclu-

sively composed of fluorapatite crystals (Ca5(PO4)3F), embedded in a matrix of a fluo-

rine-containing glassy matrix. Due to the analogy of the fluorapatite crystals to the 

hydroxylapatite of the enamel they are supposed to improve the optical effects of 

the restoration.91, 92 

 

2.1.1.2 OXIDE CERAMICS 

The basic units of oxide ceramics contain a center metal anion, which is either alumi-

num (Al3+) or zirconium (Zr4+), surrounded by a certain amount of oxygen cations. The 

difference between silicon (Si4+) and aluminum and zirconium, respectively, is the fact 

that silicon is a metalloid while the other two are base metals. The bond between base 

metals and oxygen is much stronger because of their high oxidation potential.71 This re-

sults in a strictly regular lattice structure and a highly dense configuration of the oxide 

ceramic crystals. Hence, the ceramic is stronger but at the same time more opaque. The 

resulting formulas are Al2O3 (aluminum oxide or alumina) and ZrO2 (zirconium dioxide or 

zirconia).  Naturally, they occur as corundum (Al2O3) and baddeleyite (ZrO2).49 Zir-

con (Zr(SiO4)), a modification of ZrO2, is commonly used in the jewelry industry as a trans-

lucent or colored gemstone.93 The dense and strong-bonded structure as well as the ab-

sence or small concentration of silicon atoms makes it impossible to etch oxide ceramics 

in dental clinical application.78 
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(Table 2) A selection of current dental oxide ceramic materials and their applications. Material properties are 

not included but will be presented in chapter 2.1.3. Companies: Vita Zahnfabrik, Bad Säckingen, Germany; 

Nobel Biocare, Gothenburg, Sweden; DCS, Allschwil, Switzerland; Decim, Dentronic AB, Skelleftea, Sweden; 

KaVo, Biberach, Germany; 3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA; Dentsply, York, PA, USA; Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, 

Liechtenstein; Noritake, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA; Wieland, Pforzheim, Germany; Straumann, Basel, Switzerland. 
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In dentistry, oxide ceramics are used in two different ways: As interpenetrating phase 

ceramics consisting of a continuous network of an oxide ceramic network interpenetrat-

ing a second continuous glass-based network, or as polycrystalline solids without fillers. A 

selection of oxide ceramic materials in current dental use is shown in table 2. 

1. Interpenetrating phase ceramics: 

Interpenetrating phase ceramics are a mixture of oxide and glassy ceramics combining the 

advantages of both systems. A scaffold made of a porous sintered oxide ceramic is pro-

duced by slip-casting. Consequently, this infrastructure contains small hollows in which a 

melted low-viscosity lanthanum glass is inserted subsequently.94-96 It may help to imagine 

the oxide scaffold to be a sponge soaking up the fluid glass using capillary action. In con-

trast to particle-filled glass-ceramics, either phases are continuous throughout the ceram-

ic and neither representing an isolated filler.97 In the dental clinic, this method of infiltrat-

ing a porous skeleton with melt glass has been described as the In-Ceram® method.98 

The oxide ceramics used for interpenetrating phase ceramics can either be spinel, alumi-

na or zirconia-alumina. Spinel (MgAl2O4) is the magnesium aluminum member of the larg-

er spinel group of minerals.49 It is more translucent but weaker than pure alumina.19 Lan-

thanum was added to the infiltrating glass because it decreases its viscosity and increases 

its index of refraction.99 

By reason of the large oxide ceramic content and their highly dense, less porous struc-

ture, these kinds of ceramics are stronger than any glassy ceramic. Furthermore, the two-

phase morphology makes it hard for cracks to propagate through the material. Cracks will 

stop at the interface or be deflected similar to the mechanisms in particle-filled glass-

ceramics.100 Since the glassy matrix is reduced to less than 30%vol it is not possible to 

etch interpenetrating phase ceramics with hydrofluoric acid in order to create a microre-

tentive surface.101, 102 

2. Polycrystalline solids: 

Polycrystalline ceramics are single-phase materials and, therefore, they do not contain 

glassy components. As mentioned above, all atoms are densely packed into regular arrays 

due to the tight bonds of anions and cations. This results in higher strength and opacity 

compared to silicate ceramics. In dentistry, alumina and zirconia can therefore only be 
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used as a coping veneered with a more translucent porcelain. Additionally, polycrystalline 

ceramics are more difficult to process into complex shapes. With that said, well-fitting 

copings were not practical before the availability of computer-aided manufactur-

ing (CAM).8 Zirconium dioxide can also be used for other medical applications such as to-

tal hip replacements (THR);103, 104 enabled by its excellent mechanical properties.  

Zirconia holds a unique place amongst oxide ceramics. In regards to the material proper-

ties, a peculiar relation can be seen between alumina and zirconia. While alumina is hard-

er than zirconia, the fracture toughness of zirconia is higher. This is the result of a zirco-

nia-specific mechanism called transformation toughening which will be explained in the 

following: 

From a material science point of view, pure zirconia (ZrO2) cannot be used because it ex-

pands during cooling. This provokes spontaneous cracks and finally fragments the materi-

al.71 Historically, the most dramatic increase in its industrial applicability has been 

brought about by the discovery that this expansion can be controlled,16, 17, 105, 106 turning 

an adversity into an advantageous property. 

The reason for the expansion of pure zirconia induced by cooling is that the geometry of 

the lattice depends on the temperature. At room temperature and pressure the crystals 

are monoclinic (m). The monoclinic state is the most stable form of zirconia with the low-

est internal energy. With increasing temperature the crystals transform to a tetrago-

nal (t), by approximately 950-1170°C, and then to a cubic structure (c) starting at 

about 2370°C with melting by 2716°C. These transformations are reversible and accom-

panied by a considerable change in volume which is approximately +2.3% (ct) 

and +4.5% (tm), respectively. Since the sintering temperature of pure zirconia is approx-

imately 1300-1500°C, the material in its dental use underlies an expansion of 4.5%vol dur-

ing cooling, changing from a tetragonal to a monoclinic structure.37, 107-112 

In order to stabilize the tetragonal state, oxides called “dopants” are added to zirconia. As 

opposed to the particle-shaped “fillers” in silicate ceramics and interpenetrating phase 

ceramics, the term dopant describes modifying atoms.47 It includes yttria (Y2O3), ce-

ria (CeO2), calcia (CaO) or magnesia (MgO). All of these anions are charged 3+ and thus, 

are less valent than zirconium. They substitute on Zr4+ sites and leave a fraction of oxygen 

sites vacant in order to retain charge neutrality.113 As the m phase is strained, it is disfa-

vored whereas the more symmetric c* and t* lattice structures are favored.114 
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The resulting c* and t* lattice structures are analogous to those in pure zirconia but met-

astable (metastable is represented by “*”).107 Metastable means that if a certain amount 

of activation energy is impinged on the structure it will revert in a state of lower energy. 

For zirconia, at room temperature, this state of lower energy is the monoclinic state and 

the activation energy is the tensile stress at a crack tip. Once a crack is propagating in a 

stabilized zirconia ceramic material, the energy at its tip will enforce the metastable 

t*- and c*-phases surrounding the tip to transform into the m phase with an associated 

4.5%vol localized expansion. The volume increase creates compressive stresses at the 

crack tip and the energy associated with crack propagation is dissipated both in the 

tm transformation and in overcoming the compressive stresses arising from the volume 

expansion.1, 16, 17, 115-117 This characteristic results in a material with extraordinarily high 

flexural strength. 

The tm lattice transformation is sometimes called martensitic transformation because it 

is of the same nature as the martensitic transformation occurring in steel and can be 

compared to it.118, 119 Martensitic transformations are characterized by being diffusion-

less, occurring athermally and involving shape deformation.107, 116, 120 That is the reason 

why the first article published about transformation toughening in zirconia was titled: 

“Ceramic steel?”16 

Random transformation of the t*-grains is prevented by the compressive stresses applied 

on them by the surrounding matrix. Regarding this, an interesting characteristic of trans-

formation toughened zirconia is the generation of compressive layers on the surface of 

the material by surface t*-grains which are not constrained by the matrix. Therefore, they 

can spontaneously transform to the monoclinic state.1, 121  

Depending on the volume fraction of the metastable t*-phase and the way it is dispersed 

in the fabricated body, three zirconia systems are available for dental use: DZC, PSZ and 

TZP. The simplest of these systems are the dispersed zirconia ceramics (DZC). The term 

comprises a material in which intergranular t*-ZrO2 is dispersed in a matrix made of an-

other ceramic material, with ZTA (zirconia toughened alumina) being the most commer-

cially developed DZC system.17, 122-124 

In partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ), t*-ZrO2 intragranular precipitates exist within a matrix 

of stabilized c*-ZrO2. This is achieved by adding a lower concentration of oxides than it is 

required for full c*-ZrO2 stabilization.16, 107, 118, 125 Further investigations on PSZ showed 
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that the mechanical properties of zirconium dioxide increased linear with the content of 

remaining t*-phase. As a result of this, a zirconia material made of a 100% small t*-grains 

was developed. This material is called tetragonal zirconia polycrystals (TZP) or 3Y-TZP, 

respectively, when doped by 3%mol Y2O3.17, 126-128 In dentistry, zirconium dioxide ceramics 

are used almost exclusively as 3Y-TZP. Its mechanical properties strongly depend on the 

grain size of the zirconia crystals. Above a critical size (>0.3 µm) the crystals tend to spon-

taneous tm transformations whereas below a certain grain size (~0.2 µm) the transfor-

mation is not possible. Consequently the processing has a strong impact on the stability 

and mechanical properties of 3Y-TZP ceramics.37, 116, 126, 129-131 

A possible problem with 3Y-TZP appears its susceptibility to aging, which is also known as 

low temperature degradation (LTD). The slow surface transformation to the stable mono-

clinic phase in the presence of water or vapor leads to microcracks. This further leads to a 

cascade of events cleaving a way down into the specimen. The process is suspected to 

account for severe fractures of the material in total hip replacements (THR).132, 133 How-

ever, presently, there is no proof of correlation between LTD and the failure probability of 

dental ceramic materials. Problems with the use of zirconia in dentistry point more to-

wards its compatibility with veneering porcelains and its high opacity. 

 

2.1.2 MANUFACTURING OF DENTAL CERAMICS 

Today, many different dental ceramic systems are available. As described in the latter 

chapters they are sophisticated and can hardly be generalized. In order to generate these 

complex structures and their advanced properties, they need to be processed in a certain 

way. So as there are many different kinds of dental ceramics, there are different ways to 

process each of them. The manufacturing process has a strong impact on the clinical 

outcome of all-ceramic restorations compared to other dental materials. Ceramic 

materials are more sensitive to flaws implemented during the manufacturing process 

and – due to the sensitivity of the work flow – there is a higher chance of creating flaws 

during manufacturing. 

In general, ceramic materials are created by the application of heat which breaks up cova-

lent and ionic bonds. These bonds are rearranged subsequently during cooling, according 

to the desired shape. Breaking up bonds can be achieved by either sintering or melting 
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the ceramic powder. While melting includes a complete change of state from solid to liq-

uid, sintering means to compress a porous structure bypassing the liquid state.45 The sin-

tering process can be described as “a complex sequence of high-temperature reactions 

occurring above the softening point of the porcelain and leading to partial melting of the 

ceramic matrix, with coalescence of the powder particles”.72, 134, 135 It results in a densifi-

cation of the ceramic. In both cases of sintering and melting, the ceramic shrinks, though 

to different extents. Thermal shrinkage occurs in both cases whereas contraction shrink-

age only occurs during sintering.71 

The four most important processing techniques, using either sintering or melting, are pre-

sented in the following. 

 

2.1.2.1 LAYERING 

The layering technique is the traditional way to process dental ceramic materials. The 

materials used are a powder consisting of a synthetically compounded ceramic raw mix-

ture, and distilled water including binders. Both are hand-mixed and the slurry is built up 

by hand on a die or a framework. Afterward, the material is sintered in a vacuum to re-

move the water including the binder and to compact the ceramic. This procedure can be 

repeated several times using different shades of ceramic powder. The final layer is called 

glazing; it is supposed to produce a smooth, shiny and impervious outer layer.136, 137 

Given the fact that different shades of ceramic powder are available for one process, this 

technique is typically used for aesthetically challenging purposes such as anterior veneer 

restorations and veneering porcelains on metal and ceramic copings and frameworks.46 

The disadvantage is that air voids are often present; resulting in a rough surface and a 

weaker material, as these voids initiate crack formation.138-140 Additionally, the high sin-

tering shrinkage (~20%) has to be calculated and glass-ceramic materials cannot be used 

with this technique because they require special heat treatments. 

 

2.1.2.2 HEAT-PRESSING 

To overcome the creation of inhomogeneity and porosities during manufacturing, this 

technique has been developed using presintered materials in the form of ingots. The in-
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gots are heated in a special automatic press furnace. In a malleable state, the material 

flows under pressure into a refractory mold formed using the lost-wax technique as it is 

generally known from the casting of dental alloys.46, 71, 102, 141 The heat-pressing technique 

is used to either produce monolithic restorations or to over-press an oxide ceramic coping 

with a glass-ceramic veneering porcelain. 

The materials used to produce the ingots are glass-ceramics that have already undergone 

special nucleation and heat treatments.80 Therefore they contain crystals and feature a 

high density which reduces the shrinkage during the pressing procedure. The heat-

pressing step conduces to the shaping of the restoration and further disperses the crys-

tals. If additional firings are carried out on the pressed material, the dispersion of crystals 

can be approved even further. Moreover, beneficial tangential compressive stresses can 

be arisen by a CTE mismatch between the crystals and the matrix.72 

A higher number of crystals, a better crystal distribution, compressive stresses around the 

crystals and a reduction of pores are assumed to be responsible for the increased flexural 

strength of the restorations fabricated by this technique in comparison to the traditional 

layering technique.62, 140, 142-146 It should be remarked, however, that there is still a re-

maining porosity of about 9%vol in the final restoration and, interestingly, compressive 

stresses around the crystals have also been suspected to cause microcracking. This de-

creases the mechanical properties of the glass-ceramic.101, 147 Another disadvantage of 

this technique is that, inherently, the pressed restoration is monochrome and has to be 

stained or veneered subsequently in order to enhance its aesthetic appearance. 

 

2.1.2.3 SLIP-CASTING 

As mentioned above, interpenetrating phase ceramics are traditionally produced by this 

technique. The “slip” is a homogenous dispersion of ceramic powder in a special water 

solution. It is applied on a plaster die forming the desired shape whereby the water is 

removed via capillary action. Consequently, a dimensionally stable network is created 

which is slightly sintered to a porous interconnected network afterwards, and then infil-

trated with molten lanthanum glass.46, 101 Slip-casted blanks of the In-Ceram® system are 

also available for CAD/CAM production. 
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2.1.2.4 MACHINING 

Industrial processing of materials by a machine is usually aided by computer. This is how 

the term Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) in dental technology was educed. The 

master piece for the final dental restoration produced by the CAM unit can either be 

manually manufactured and analogically copied or virtually designed. The first procession 

technique is called copy milling; the latter is called CAD/CAM, whereby CAD stands for 

Computer Aided Design.148 

The invention of CAD/CAM systems has been crucial in the development of all-ceramic 

restorations. Well-fitting prostheses made of high-strength ceramic cores were not previ-

ously available due to the high sintering temperatures and the high shrinkage of those 

materials. Nevertheless, almost every ceramic material can be processed by the 

CAD/CAM technology and thus the desired restorative material can be chosen only by the 

indication set. Further advantages of those systems are the achievement of industrial 

standards for dental restorations, including the homogeneity of those, and the higher 

efficiency of fabrication. This higher efficiency, in its maximum realization, led to the 

chairside production of dental restorations.149, 150 However, the aesthetic outcome in the 

ceramic can only be monochromatic. 

All CAD/CAM systems consist of three components:  

1. A digitalization tool/scanner that transforms tangible geometry into digital data. 

2. Software that processes data, and depending on the application, produces a da-

ta set for the product to be fabricated. 

3. A production technology that transforms the data set into the desired product.151 

Even though other fabrication methods such as laser sintering and electrophoretic disper-

sion can be applied as production technology, CAD/CAM is commonly associated with 

milling. In CAD/CAM systems, milling means shaping a ceramic restoration out of a ceram-

ic ingot. Resin, wax and even metallic ingots for provisional, diagnostic or restorative pur-

poses are available as well.152 

Depending on the ceramic material chosen for the restoration, the milling procedure can 

take place in two different states of the material.153 On the one hand, ingots can be milled 

in a state in which the ceramic material is fully sintered. This procedure is called 

hard machining and was the original intention when CAD/CAM technologies were invent-
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ed in the early 70’s.81, 154, 155 On the other hand, ingots can be shaped in a state where the 

ceramic material is softer but also in need of further sintering. This idea is called 

soft shaping and is considerably new seeing as it was invented in 2001.156, 157 

1. Hard machining: 

Early materials that were suitable to be milled in a fully sintered stage were feldspathic 

ceramics and glass-ceramics.158 Still these materials are available for chairside production 

of inlays, onlays and anterior all-ceramic crowns. The term chairside implies that no 

treatment by a dental technician has to be carried out on the material subsequently. The 

recommended treatment after milling is polishing. Polishing is crucial since it reduces the 

surface roughness. Machining of fully sintered ceramics typically creates surface flaws 

that could, in the long-term, be detrimental to the in vivo performance of the ceramic 

restoration.81, 159-161 

Lithium disilicate ceramics cannot be used without involvement of a dental laboratory, 

even if they can be shaped by means of the CAD/CAM technology in the dental laborato-

ry. The reason is that they are milled in a partially crystallized state, the so-called 

“blue state”, in which the crystals are not yet fully developed. In this state the ceramic is 

easy to mill because it is softer. However, it already contains moderate strength because 

sintering has been completed. Subsequent heat treatments are necessary for full crystalli-

zation in order to achieve the high strength of these materials.83 

Last but not least, even oxide ceramics can be milled in a fully sintered state. In the case 

of zirconia, this state is generated by hot isostatic pressing (HIP).1, 37, 162 Even though a 

further sintering shrinkage does not have to be considered in this case, the density of the 

material makes it hard to mill. Higher wear of the cutters, longer milling times and re-

maining questions about the surface state after grinding makes hard machining of zirco-

nia unattractive to dental technology.15, 151, 163-167 Up to now, the only application for hard 

milled zirconia is the production of large frameworks due to the high accuracy that can be 

achieved.168 

2. Soft machining: 

Soft machining is mainly applied with respect to oxide ceramics. In the past, the fit of ce-

ramics milled in a presintered state was often unsatisfactory because of non-optimized 
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machining parameters and limited accuracy of the chemical composition of the starting 

powders. The result was an inhomogeneous and unpredictable shrinkage during 

sintering.157 New techniques have led to the availability of highly controlled starting pow-

ders and the consequent possibility to consider the shrinkage during milling. Thus, the 

CAD/CAM unit compensates the following sintering shrinkage by first milling an enlarged 

version of the restoration.169 

The blanks are produced by cold isostatic pressing resulting in a “green-state” ceramic. 

Afterwards, the green blanks are presintered to “white-state” blanks; ensuring stability 

during their transportation and the milling process.15, 151, 157 After milling, the sinterization 

is completed at high temperatures at which the material acquires its final mechanical 

properties. In the case of zirconia, the sintering shrinkage of presintered white blocks re-

mains approximately 25% up to the desired 99% density of the final restoration.156 As 

sintering conditions also affect the grain size and the amount of cubic phase in 3Y-TZP, a 

careful handling of the sintering process by the dental technician is essential.170, 171 

Despite the high sensitivity of the work flow, soft machined zirconia has performed 

excellently.172-175 This might be due to the fact that a more consistent final state of the 

ceramic material is created, providing that the machined restoration remains intact after 

sintering.37 

For this reason the technique was extended to alumina, which was originally manufac-

tured by CAD/CAM supported dry-pressing in the Procera® system.176, 177, 178 Furthermore, 

this concept is now used to produce the oxide ceramic scaffold for interpenetrating phase 

ceramics out of a prefabricated blank which is in a second step infiltrated with lanthanum 

glass.98 Both materials have shown good results with this technique.179, 180 

 

2.1.3  PROPERTIES OF CERAMIC MATERIALS 

The major gains of ceramic materials are their excellent optical and biological properties 

whereas the major failing is their mechanical properties due to the material brittleness. 

Generally, the properties of a material derive from its microstructure. As distinguished to 

metallic bonds in metallic materials, porcelain is characterized by more stable covalent 

and ionic bonds. On the one hand, the linked, high bond energy allows for reducing the 

density. As a result, it increases the translucency of the material which is best seen in 
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feldspathic ceramics. The strong bond also prevents atoms from exchanges with the sur-

rounding medium which results in biological inertness. On the other hand, the atoms in 

the lattice can only have fixed binding partners. Therefore, flowing of the atoms inside 

the lattice structure and sliding of the lattice planes against each other is not possible. 

Once these bonds are broken, a great amount of energy is needed to rearrange them. The 

result is an incapability of plastic deformation, also known as brittleness. 

 

2.1.3.1 OPTICAL PROPERTIES 

In order to create a natural looking dental restoration, the optical behavior of the restora-

tive material should be similar to that of the natural tooth which absorbs, scatters and 

transmits light. The amount of transmitted light was reported 70% for enamel and 

30% for dentine.9, 181, 182 Metal only reflects the light whereas, depending on the composi-

tion, ceramic materials transmit and scatter light. 

Light transmission and partial scattering in dental porcelain is enabled by the amorphous 

glassy phase. The crystalline phase mainly scatters and diffusely reflects the light.19 This 

leads to the dilemma that a strong ceramic material is more opaque as it transmits less 

light, or vice versa. The amount of reflected and scattered light does not only depend on 

the amount of the crystalline phase but also on the thickness of the material and the size 

of the crystals in comparison to the wavelength of the light.183 Furthermore, the chemical 

nature of the crystals is important since the refractive index determines the light absorp-

tion and the relative refractive index of the crystal to the matrix affects the light scatter-

ing.58 From a clinical point of view, the underlying tooth structure seems to be important, 

while the color of the luting agent has been found to be a minor factor in the optical out-

come of an all-ceramic restoration.184-186 

The following provides some examples of relative translucency of various ceramic materi-

als in decreasing order: feldspathic ceramic > In-Ceram spinell > glass-ceramic > 

In-Ceram alumina > In-Ceram zirconia and metal alloy (control).19, 20 This data shows that 

the translucency of the zirconia is comparable to metal. Yet, the amount of translucency 

of the zirconia can be increased to a certain degree by a reduction of the material thick-

ness. The main difference between those two core materials is that the zirconia reflects 

light diffusely, resulting in a white color. This is more favorable to dental restorations be-
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cause it avoids the grayish discoloration of the adjacent tissue. When properly veneered, 

colored zirconia frameworks could produce clinically acceptable color match and have the 

capacity to mask a dark background such as a dark tooth or core buildup material.18 

 

2.1.3.2 CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

There is less known about chemical reactions of oxide ceramics occurring in the oral cavi-

ty, meaning under low temperatures and normal pressure. This might be due to the out-

standing bond strengths in these materials. However, there are two important chemical 

phenomena when it comes to the clinical application of dental silicate ceramics: Etching 

and leaching. 

Leaching of silicate ceramics takes place in aqueous environments such as the oral cavity. 

With water penetrating, nonbridging oxygen atoms of the silica react with hydroxyl ions 

of the water. These ions diffuse outwards with the alkali cations, thereby maintaining 

electrical neutrality. Leaching can result in material weakening, surface roughening and in 

an increased abrasion potential against contacting surfaces. In lithium disilicate contain-

ing ceramics this becomes even more important due to the potential release of toxic 

Li+ ions. However, the Li+ release has been found to be less than the daily limit from food 

sources.187 

Etching of dental silicate ceramics can only be achieved by the application of hydrofluoric 

acid (HF) since it is the only acid that is able to dissolve bonds in silicate substances 

(4 HF + SiO2   SiF4 + 2 H2O). The same happens when small amounts of HF get in contact 

with human bone; moreover, HF interferes in the nervous system and, therefore, it 

should be handled very carefully. Because it is reabsorbed by the skin immediately, a cau-

terization of the size of a palm (40% HF) can be lethal.188 

Oxide ceramics contain only a very small amount or no silicate at all making it impossible 

to etch these materials. In order to etch a dental ceramic material, its silica content 

should be at least 15%vol.78 Hydrofluoric etching is critical for the adhesive cementation 

of feldspathic and glass-ceramics.189 A selective dissolution of the different components 

within these materials creates microretentive etching patterns whereby the acid prefer-

entially attacks the amorphous glassy phase.90 In leucite reinforced glass-ceramics the 

crystals are dissolved preferentially since the amorphous phase is stabilized by boron.77 
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Additionally, etching activates the surface generating unsaturated oxygen bonds that 

serve as binding partners for the silane applied subsequently in order to create a chemical 

bond to the hydrophobic resin cement.190 Acid etching was reported to have no influence 

on the strength of the material itself.76 

 

2.1.3.3 COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION (CTE) 

The manufacturing process of dental ceramics requires the application of heat. Heating 

leads to an expansion of the material since atoms start to move faster and thus usually 

occupy a greater space. The coefficient of thermal expansion specifies to which amount, 

relatively to the initial length, a material expands by the application of 1 Kelvin heat. It is 

given in 10-6K-1. 

Regarding dental ceramic materials, the CTE becomes more important during cooling as a 

mismatch of different components in a linked ceramic system leads to internal stresses 

which can initiate cracks.191 This applies either to crystals with respect to their matrix, to 

ceramic bilayers or to porcelain-fused-to-metal (PFM). 

It is generally accepted that a CTE slightly below (~10%) the metal or ceramic framework 

is desired for the veneer in order to generate compressive stresses in the veneering 

porcelain. If the CTE of the veneer is significantly higher than the CTE of the framework, 

tensile stresses are created. These tensile stresses are tolerated far less than compressive 

stresses, resulting in possible veneer delamination.191-193 Matching veneering porcelains 

for different framework materials are usually provided by the manufacturer. CTE values of 

selected ceramic materials are shown in table 3. 

 

2.1.3.4 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND TESTING METHODS 

Unlike optical properties, mechanical properties can be objectified by special testing 

methods. As mentioned above, the brittleness of dental ceramic materials is the most 

problematic property of those. When used in materials science, brittleness describes ma-

terials that break without significant deformation when subjected to stress. Generally, 

these materials fail in tension and shear rather than in compression.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Materials_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tension_%28mechanics%29
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Cracks causing failure usually originate from surface microcracks induced by processing. 

Tensile stresses in the material lead to tensile stress spikes at the crack tip exceeding the 

bond strength of the atoms.194 As a result of this, the crack propagates down into the ma-

terial. Existing voids and prestresses in the material and the presence of water surround-

ing the material can trigger crack propagation. Surface microcracks, voids and prestresses 

are usually a result of the manufacturing process. Microcracks unavoidably arise from 

grinding when subsequent polishing or glazing is missing. Voids are created by the appli-

cation of the layering or heat-pressing technique whereas prestresses can have various 

causes such as a mismatch in CTE, high cooling speed or improper insertion of the resto-

ration. Voids and prestresses lead to a reduced fracture resistance of the material. Water, 

as a major part of the oral environment, assists crack propagation as it undergoes a chem-

ical reaction with the material at the crack tip in which bonds are broken. The resulting 

hydroxyl ions imply the release of alkali ions from the porcelain and thus, lead to a local 

decrease in fracture resistance.195, 196 

Moreover, the amount, size and nature of crystals contained in the glassy matrix of 

silicate ceramics can decelerate crack propagation since they act as a “roadblock to 

cracks”.46 Further factors that have an impact on the mechanical properties of dental 

ceramic materials are the cementation method (cement modulus and thickness), the 

preparation design, the dimensions of the core and the veneer, the underlying (tooth-) 

structure and the loading position, direction and magnitude.197 

 

2.1.3.4.1 HARDNESS 

Hardness is defined as the resistance that a material opposes a penetrating object. It is 

usually given in GPa, the unit for mechanical pressure and tension (1 Pa = 1 N/m2). The 

most common hardness testing method in engineering with dental ceramic materials is 

the Vickers microindentation test. This is a test where a small diamond indenter in the 

shape of pyramid with square base (point angle = 136°) is loaded and pressed smoothly, 

without impact, into the ceramic material and held in place for 10-15 seconds. The deep-

er the indenter sinks into the material (for a given load), the softer it is.198 After the load is 

removed, the impression diagonals are measured and the Vickers hardness (HV) is calcu-

lated (HV = 1854.4 L / d2 (L=load in grams-force; d=diagonal in µm)).199 
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The hardness values of selected ceramic materials are shown in table 3. Even though 

alumina is harder than zirconia, the strength of zirconia is higher due to the transfor-

mation toughening mechanism. This shows that the hardness of a material is not neces-

sarily decisive for the evaluation of its strength. 

 

2.1.3.4.2 YOUNG’S MODULUS (ELASTIC MODULUS) 

The elastic modulus (E) is a measure of the resistance a material opposes an elastic de-

formation and actually states how strong the material constituents are bound together. 

According to the Hooke’s law, it describes the linear correlation between stress and strain 

(E = σ/ε = const. (σ=stress in GPa, ε=strain in %)) given in GPa. The Young’s modulus can 

be measured using tensile testing in which a sample is subjected to uniaxial tension until 

failure. The measurements are recorded plotting stress against strain resulting in a stress-

strain curve. In the stress-strain curve, the Young’s modulus is represented by the slope of 

the elastic (linear) portion of the curve. The higher the tolerated stress, the higher the 

slope, the higher the Young’s modulus and the stiffer the material.71 

The stiffness is important in how forces are distributed and redistributed before failure. In 

brittle materials, the elastic modulus is usually higher than in ductile materials such as 

metals. 

The Young’s modulus values of selected ceramic materials are given in table 3. Although 

the Young’s modulus depends on other material properties such as hardness or tensile 

strength, there is no strict correlation between those. However, the elastic modulus and 

the hardness of materials usually behave proportionally. 

 

2.1.3.4.3 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 

The fracture toughness (KIC) is the resistance a material opposes crack propagation at the 

vicinity of the crack tip. Unlike strength, it is an intrinsic characterization of material re-

sponse because it is not sensitive to size and density of surface flaws.14 Hence, this prop-

erty does not depend on the condition of the material and can be used to compare differ-

ent materials. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tension
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The fracture toughness is measured using either the biaxial or the three point bending 

test. In order to avoid the measurement of random surface flaws and thus, the tensile 

strength of the material, a notch is sawn on the bottom side of the material. Depending 

on the force required and the measured remaining cross section, the fracture toughness 

can be calculated and is given in MPa√m. 

The relative fracture toughness values of selected ceramic materials are shown in table 3. 

The table clearly shows that zirconia is superior to all other ceramic systems regarding the 

resistance opposed to a propagating crack. 

Fracture toughness, hardness and elastic modulus are measures of brittleness (B). The 

brittleness parameter B can be calculated on a theoretical basis as a ratio of 

deformation/fracture energy (B = (Hv*E)/KIC; Hv=Vickers Hardness, E=elastic modulus, 

KIC=fracture toughness).200 

 

2.1.3.4.4 TENSILE STRENGTH AND ULTIMATE STRENGTH 

The term strength (σ) describes the stress limit of a material whereby stress (given 

in MPa) means the tension or pressure that the material is able to bear. For ceramic ma-

terials, the strength is similar to the tensile strength as compression is tolerated far more 

than tension. Stress is caused by load (given in N) subjected to constant material proper-

ties such as hardness, elastic modulus and fracture toughness and the surface condition 

of the material. Therefore, strength is a conditional material property. Tensile strength 

and fracture toughness are the most important properties in engineering with dental ce-

ramic materials since they characterize the structural performance.201, 202 

The tensile strength is measured applying an increasing, defined amount of load on a 

standardized sample causing tensile stress. The tensile strength σ is calculated referring 

the load at failure to the surface area of the sample (σ = F/A2; F=force, A=area). Three 

different testing methods can be applied: The biaxial bending test, the three point bend-

ing test and the four point bending test. Whereas the three point bending test is easy to 

comprehend, the advantage of the four point bending test is that the surface of the ten-

sile zone is larger avoiding that random surface flaws located just below the indenter do 

not have too much influence on the results. In order to avoid stress peaks on the sharp 

edges of the discs used in the three and four point bending test, the biaxial bending test 
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can be applied. In this test, a round disc is centrally loaded. The values of each testing 

method have to be considered separately since they show different results. 

Furthermore, the results depend on various other factors such as the speed of loading, 

the surrounding medium and of course the geometry and surface quality of the specimen. 

It has to be noticed as well, that values of flexural strength are usually raised on new 

materials and therefore, only describe the initial strength. They do not consider the 

degradation of the material under constant load and environmental influences. The 

decrease in strength has been reported to be up to 40% when constant load is applied to 

the specimens.203 

Typical values of the initial bending strength of selected ceramic materials are shown in 

table 3. According to the standard ISO 6872 and 9693, a flexural strength of at least 

100 MPa is required for ceramic coping materials and 50 MPa for veneering porcelains, 

respectively.204, 205 In metals, the tensile strength is much higher since they are suscepti-

ble to plastic deformation. The limit of elastic deformation for metals is given as 

0.2% yield strength. 

In contrast to tensile strength, the ultimate strength is determined using samples that 

resemble the shape of the manufactured piece as in our case dental crowns and bridges. 

It is measured using the single load to failure test in which a dental restoration is loaded 

until failure. In complex structures it is not possible to measure the surface area of the 

specimen and hence, the load at failure is given in N. 

 

2.1.3.4.5 WEIBULL MODULUS 

As the failure probability of ceramic materials strongly depends on surface flaws and 

voids caused by the manufacturing process, the strength values for specimens of a similar 

geometry and material composition are subjected to comparatively high scattering. Fur-

thermore, the frequency of failure in a group of specimens increases slowly and decreas-

es rapidly after the peak is reached. Therefore, they can hardly be specified by the arith-

metic average for which the values should correspond to the Gaussian distribution. 

The Weibull strength (σ63.3 or σ0), in correlation to the median strength, indicates the 

stress at which 63.3% of the specimens fail. In correlation to the standard deviation, the 

Weibull modulus (m) describes the scattering of values in relation to the Weibull strength. 
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Consequently, the Weibull modulus is the measure of the structural reliability of a group 

of ceramic specimens as it gives evidence to the homogeneity of its flaw distribution.206 

In Weibull analysis, the double natural logarithm of failure probability is plotted against 

the measured strength for each specimen of a group. The calculation of the failure prob-

ability is elaborate and will not be described further. By means of the Weibull graph, the 

Weibull modulus m can be estimated as the slope of the line regressed through the 

data.207 The higher the Weibull modulus, the closer the values, and the more reliable the 

ceramic material. 

Weibull moduli of ceramic materials used in dentistry usually range from 5.2 - 23.6.149, 195 

As the Weibull modulus strongly depends on the manufacturing process of the material, it 

does not make sense to describe typical values for different material compounds but for 

different processing methods. In general, CAD/CAM processed, prefabricated ceramic 

materials show extraordinarily high Weibull moduli (18.4 - 23.6) since flaws and voids 

inside the material are reduced to a minimum and the manufacturing process is standard-

ized for all specimens of a group.149 Additionally, there is no correlation between the flex-

ural strength and the Weibull modulus m of a ceramic material. For example, 

CAD/CAM fabricated feldspathic porcelain shows higher m-values than zirconia but lower 

flexural strength.149, 166, 208 It has to be noted, that the Weibull modulus m is a parameter 

used in classical mechanical engineering. The Weibull analysis used in fatigue testing of 

dental restorations includes the β-value (Weibull shape factor). Both, the m- and the 

β-value describe the slope of the curve in the Weibull plot. They can, however, not be 

compared to each other, since the Weibull plots are not the same. 

 

2.2 CLINICAL FAILURE MODES OF ALL-CERAMIC RESTORATIONS 

There are various causes which lead to failure of all-ceramic restorations. On the one 

hand, biological complications, such as caries, periodontitis, loss of vitality and abut-

ment/tooth fracture, involve the replacement of a restoration. On the other hand, there 

are technical complications which compromise the longevity of all-ceramic crowns and 

FDPs.21, 217 These can be marginal gaps, loss of retention or material-specific mechanical 

fractures. In all-ceramic restorations, there are three main mechanical failure modes: Bulk 

fracture, delamination and chipping. The term bulk fracture describes the fracture  of  the 
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entire crown or FDP, including all layers. Delamination and chipping only involve the frac-

ture of the veneering porcelain, excluding the coping. Whereas delamination includes the 

complete detachment of the veneering porcelain from the coping, chipping describes a 

cohesive fracture within the veneering porcelain. 

Unfortunately, long-term clinical data on zirconia-based all-ceramic restorations is not yet 

available. There are also very few long-term clinical studies on other all-ceramic restora-

tions at present. One study investigates the long-term survival of alumina-based all-

ceramic crowns (Procera AllCeram, Nobel Biocare, Gothenburg, Sweden). It reports a suc-

cess rate of 92.2% after 10 years.218 The long-term clinical success of leucite reinforced 

glass-ceramic crowns (IPS Empress I, Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein) has been 

confirmed by one study. This study found a mean survival rate of 95.2% after 11 years. 

More precisely, the mean survival rate of the crowns in this study is 98.9% for anterior 

crowns and 84.4% for posterior crowns.219 Existing five-year data on all-ceramic single 

 
 

CTE 
[10-6 K-1] 

Vickers 
hardness 

[GPa] 

Young’s 
modulus 

[GPa] 

Fracture 
toughness 
[MPa√m] 

Tensile 
strength 

[MPa] 
Materials used in this study 

e.max Ceram 
(nanofluorapatite 
glass-ceramic) 

9.50 ± 0.25 5.4 ± 0.2 65 - 90 ± 10 

Procera Zirconia 
(zirconium dioxide) 

10.4 14 210 6 1200 

Other materials  

e.max CAD 
(lithium disilicate 
glass-ceramic) 

10.45 ± 0.25 5.8 ± 0.1 95 ± 5 2 – 2.5 360 ± 60 

e.max Press 
(lithium disilicate 
glass-ceramic) 

10.2 – 10.5 5.8 95 2.75 400 

Alumina 7.6 14.9 390 3.1 – 4 695 

Metal alloy 14 – 15 1.7 – 3.5 65 – 205 60 – 100 - 

Enamel 17 3 – 4 75 – 100 0.6 – 1.5 20 

Dentine 11 0.6 13 – 15  3.2 80 

(Table 3) CTE (Coefficient of thermal expansion) and mechanical properties of selected dental ceramic  
materials in comparison to casting alloys and calcified tooth structure.

12, 48, 71, 91, 209-216
 - = not available. 
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crowns is promising since it shows survival rates close to PFM single crowns 

(4.4% cumulative failure rate for PFM crowns / 6.7% cumulative failure rate for all-

ceramic crowns).217 This review did not include zirconia-based crowns. A five-year retro-

spective clinical trial on zirconia-based crowns reported a cumulative failure rate of 9%, 

which is higher compared to the other all-ceramic materials investigated in this study.220 

A significantly higher failure rate can be observed for all-ceramic FPDs – including zirco-

nia-based FDPs – when compared to metal-based FPDs (after 5 years: 11.4% cumulative 

failure rate for all-ceramic FDPs / 5.6% cumulative failure rate for PFM FDPs).21 Further-

more, clinical data on implant-supported all-ceramic restorations, especially FDPs, are not 

sufficient to provide a convenient level of evidence as only a very small amount of studies 

are existing yet.27-29 

The clinical studies also show that the fracture modes of all-ceramic restorations have 

changed decisively since the availability of zirconia as a strong substructure material. 

While bulk fractures have been the main reason for loss of monolithic glass-ceramic or 

bilayer In-Ceram and alumina-based restorations21-24, cohesive fractures of the veneering 

porcelain appear to be a zirconia-specific problem shifting the systems fracture mode 

from the core to the veneer layer. Framework fractures have only been reported in a few 

studies on zirconia, most of them on FPDs and inlay-retained FPDs.21, 25, 26 On the contra-

ry, chipping of the veneering porcelain has been reported by the majority of studies on 

zirconia as the most frequent complication.21, 24, 27-35 With respect to the differences in 

failure evaluation, follow-up period and materials used in those studies, it is hard to give 

general evidence. Thus, the chipping rates of FDPs with zirconia frameworks range 

from 0 to 54% after one, two, or three years of observation. In any case, the occurrence 

of chipping in metal-ceramic FDPs was significantly lower showing an average rate 

of 2.9% after a five-year observation period.21 For zirconia-based crowns, chipping rates 

were lower ranging from 0 to 9% after two or three years of observation. These results 

are close to the results shown for PFM crowns (5.7% after 5 years).217, 221-223 

 

2.2.1 CHIPPING IN ZIRCONIA-BASED ALL-CERAMIC RESTORATIONS 

In the literature, various possible causes for the chipping phenomenon have been dis-

cussed. Given the fact that chipping during function signals the presence of tensile stress-
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es likely associated with the zirconia-porcelain interface, a mismatch in thermal expansion 

of the two materials is often suspected to be accountable.38 This is a well-known matter 

in material science; therefore most manufacturers provide veneering porcelains adjusted 

to the CTE of zirconia. Yet, the same principle is used for metal-ceramic systems as well.37 

Therefore, another idea came up suspecting surface property changes to be the origin of 

the tensile stresses. The dissolution of stabilizing dopants (e.g. yttria or ceria) of surface 

zirconia crystals in the silicate network of the veneering porcelain might conceivably lead 

to local changes in the tetragonal configuration of the zirconia crystals. As a result of this, 

the transformation toughening effect occurs on the surface of the core material. At the 

porcelain-zirconia interface and in absence of cracks, it will lead to tensile stresses on the 

bottom side of the veneering porcelain. This results in probable starting points for cracks. 

Another origin of the phase transformation of surface zirconia crystals has been discussed 

suspecting liquid silicate penetration of zirconia grain boundaries to be responsible. This 

might occur analogous to the water penetration of Y-TZP at moderately elevated temper-

atures which is known as LTD.37 

Further factors that might influence chipping are the design of the framework and the 

manufacturing method of the veneering porcelain. Several ideas have been suggested 

regarding the design of the coping. Anatomically designed copings with increased incisal 

and interproximal thickness, thus providing a constant layer thickness of the veneering 

porcelain, are considered to be more favorable concerning the stress distribution inside 

the material compared to copings of a constant layer thickness.39-41 Unfortunately, little 

scientific evidence confirms this assumption. Only four laboratory studies show better 

results for anatomically designed copings on molar crowns or abutments, whereby none 

of them includes SSALT (step-stress accelerated life testing, described in 

chapter 2.3.2).39, 42-44 This observation is supported by two short-term clinical studies in 

which an increased zirconia coping thickness is recommended.32, 35 Another way to design 

zirconia copings for all-ceramic restorations improving the support of the veneering 

porcelain was suggested by Bonfante et al.224 It is relating to the design of PFM restora-

tions as it includes a partial cervical zirconia collar reaching from the oral to the interprox-

imal areas. Again, only a small number of laboratory studies are existing, resulting in am-

bivalent outcomes.225, 226 Clinically, this anatomical coping modification is used with good 

outcome but yet, long-term studies are missing.227, 228 
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Besides this, further research is required on which is the best way to manufacture the 

veneering porcelain for zirconia copings or frameworks. Laboratory studies point out dif-

fering results for the hand-layering and the over-pressing technique. Three laboratory 

studies show similar results for both veneering techniques but none uses SSALT on 

crowns or FDPs. Whereas two studies on dental molar crowns either use a single load to 

failure test or a simple cyclic loading150, 229, the third one assays ceramic trilayers under 

SSALT.230 One study, performed using SSALT on zirconia-based molar FDPs, found better 

results for the hand-layered veneering porcelain.231 So as compared to these studies, clin-

ical studies point out similar results. They show either good results for the over-pressing 

technique22, 25, little chipping for hand-veneered copings and frameworks32, 35 or notice no 

difference between both techniques.232 

In summary, current scientific data supports neither one way to process the veneering 

porcelain nor the other. This might be due to the fact that the manufacturing process of 

both methods cannot be standardized and, therefore, is strongly influenced by the skills 

of the dental technician. Recently, a new fabrication mode has been introduced by     

Beuer et al.150 who suggested to sinter a CAD/CAM fabricated glass-ceramic veneering 

porcelain to the zirconia coping. In this first study, remarkable results are shown for molar 

crowns under single load to failure testing compared to molar crowns veneered by the 

over-pressing or hand-layering technique.  

A further explanation for the high chipping rates of zirconia closely connected to the 

manufacturing process is the exceptionally low thermal conductivity of zirconia and sili-

cate ceramics compared to alumina or metal alloys. As described by Swain36, residual 

stresses arise in the veneering porcelain during cooling because of a temperature gradi-

ent between the cool outer surface and the comparably hot inner surface adjoining the 

coping. This results in compressive stresses on the surface of the material increasing its 

apparent strength while at the same time it leads to compensating tensile stresses in the 

depth which accelerate crack propagation. The faster the cooling and the lower the ther-

mal conductivity of the core material, the higher is the temperature difference inside the 

veneering porcelain and the higher are the residual stresses. This becomes even worse 

when the layer thickness is increased, as in the case for the over-pressing compared to 

the hand-layering technique233, or if the layer thickness within one material varies   

strongly. 
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2.3 LABORATORY TESTING OF ALL-CERAMIC RESTORATIONS 

In order to justify the clinical application of any dental material, clinical studies are unfail-

ingly the most telling arguments. The main disadvantage of clinical studies is, however, 

the long term which is needed to conduct them being at least 3-5 years.234 Besides that, 

clinical studies are very costly. Sometimes it is difficult to give general evidence of a 

standardized model, as patients participating in the study and inserted restorations are 

individual. 

By contrast, laboratory studies enable researchers to investigate and compare standard-

ized dental materials and restorations in a time and cost effective way predicting failure 

modes and lifetimes. The mechanical testing of ceramic materials is usually realized by 

two types of in vitro testing methods: static loading tests and cyclic loading tests. 

 

2.3.1 STATIC LOADING TESTS 

As mentioned in chapter 2.1.3.4.4, the application of a static load until failure results in 

the measurement of the initial strength of the material which can either be the initial 

bending strength or the initial ultimate strength, depending on the specimen’s geometry. 

Both usually result in load values which are higher than expected in the clinical situation. 

It is assumed that the mean masticatory forces in the anterior dentition range     

from 140-200 N. In the posterior region, stresses of 300 N are expected, but they can in-

crease up to 500-900 N during grinding.235 

Unfortunately, the high load values obtained from static loading tests do not reflect the 

clinical situation. These tests do not reproduce the chemical, thermal and mechanical 

loading conditions existing in the oral cavity. In the clinical situation, restorations have to 

withstand a high number of low loading cycles in the presence of water. While water ac-

celerates crack propagation, a phenomenon which is called slow crack growth (as de-

scribed in chapter 2.1.3.4.), the application of a constant low, cyclic load causes micro-

scopic damage accumulation.236-239 It has been shown that even after 1000 loading cycles, 

the strength of some ceramic materials might decrease to 60% of their initial strength.203 

Hence, crack propagation clinically develops in a different way as it does when static load 
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is applied until failure.240, 241 As a result of this, not only failure loads but also failure 

modes in single load to failure tests do not resemble the clinical situation. 

 

2.3.2 FATIGUE TESTING 

The progressive and localized structural damage of a material caused by cyclic loading is 

called fatigue.242 It comprises the processes of crack initiation, crack propagation and final 

fracture of the tested material.243 Fatigue is affected by many variables, such as tempera-

ture, moisture and loading magnitude and direction.  

A recently developed mouth-motion fatigue model called SSALT (step-stress accelerated 

life testing) has been reported to be able to reproduce clinical failure modes and thus, to 

predict the clinical reliability of a restoration.244, 245 In this model, the damage of the ma-

terial is accumulated in a relatively short time, as the load is increased step by step from 

low to high values until failure occurs whereby the amount of loading cycles decreases. 

The load values and the amount of cycles follow three different protocols, namely a mild, 

a moderate and an aggressive profile. The ratio of specimens used with each profile 

is 8:4:2.246, 247 The profiles resemble three kinds of masticatory function and the ratio has 

been chosen according to the frequency of its clinical occurrence. Furthermore, the dis-

tribution of samples across the three profiles results in an efficient use of specimens and 

machine time. The most important profile is the mild profile as it applies the lowest load 

for the highest amount of cycles. As a result, it is the profile in which failure is affected by 

fatigue the most. 

Furthermore, SSALT includes a sliding contact at a defined angle of 30° in water and the 

usage of a sphere indenter with a defined diameter (d = 6.25 mm) imitating blunt antago-

nizing cusps.248 The sliding of the indenter during loading is important to reproduce the 

chewing motion. This motion is guided by the cusp inclines of posterior teeth or the in-

cisal edges of the anterior teeth, respectively, where sliding contacts occur at various 

rates and magnitudes. The sliding component has been reported to be highly detrimental 

to the material as it leads to the extension of the stress field below the indenter (see 

chapter 2.4.2). The 30°-angle of the specimen to the axis of the indenter reproduces the 

average clinical tooth inclination. Moreover, the presence of water during indentation is 
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critical since we are dealing with restorations in the oral cavity. As mentioned above, wa-

ter is an important factor assisting slow crack growth (chapter 2.3.1 and 2.1.3.4). 

The specimens used for SSALT can either have a flat-layered geometry or an anatomically 

correct shape. The first model is standardized and used to analyze the fatigue behavior 

and fracture modes of a material before more complex, anatomically correct structures 

are used.230, 241, 249-251 

 

2.4 FRACTOGRAPHY 

According to the ASTM standard C1322-05b, the objective of fractography is “to provide 

an efficient and consistent methodology to locate and characterize fracture origins in ad-

vanced ceramics”.252 In contrast to metal, brittle materials fail catastrophically with no 

preceding plastic deformation. This makes the fractured surface of those materials a 

structural map of the mechanical processes leading to failure. These mechanical process-

es are crack initiation and propagation. Cracks propagate in response to stress and 

strains. Finding the origin of a crack and understanding the direction and manner a crack 

propagated through the material gives information about its causes - and thus the source 

of failure.253 

The tools used for the examination of the fractured surface are most importantly the ste-

reomicroscope and the scanning electron microscope (SEM). The stereomicroscope offers 

a three-dimensional view on the surface of the specimen allowing the evaluation and de-

tection of cracks by color and reflectivity. However, higher magnifications are needed to 

see distinctive features of a crack. This can only be achieved using the SEM.253, 254 

 

2.4.1 CRACK PATTERNS OF THE FRACTURED SURFACE 

Basically, fractography is pattern recognition as propagating cracks leave determined 

fracture patterns. In the following chapters, the most important fracture patterns found 

in dental ceramic restorations are described mainly corresponding to George Quinn;253 

based on a nomenclature introduced by Van Fréchette.255 
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2.4.1.1 FRACTURE MIRROR 

The fracture mirror is the most important feature as it represents the origin of a crack. 

However, it can hardly be found in fractured dental ceramics. It is a “relatively smooth 

region surrounding the fracture origin”.252, 256 The fracture mirror is the area where the 

crack radiates outwards from a flaw and, in a short distance, accelerates in velocity from 

almost zero up to 1800 m/s in microseconds. As the velocity increases, the crack starts to 

tilt and twist out of the main fracture plane in response to the stress field in front of it. 

This does not proceed for very long since creating new surfaces requires a lot of energy. 

The tiny deviations, if they have become large enough, can be perceived under the stere-

omicroscope as a belt surrounding the fracture origin. This fracture pattern is called 

mist zone.253 

The size of the fracture mirror gives an idea of the stress inside the material at the mo-

ment of fracture. Large stresses cause small mirrors and vice versa.253 This might explain 

the low incidence of fracture mirrors in dental crowns. The loads applied to test dental 

ceramic restorations are comparatively small. Thus, the fracture mirrors might become so 

large that they cover the whole fractured surface. Another fact which might explain the 

low frequency of fracture mirrors in dental restorations is the larger grain size of crystals 

in dental ceramic materials compared to glass.254 

 

2.4.1.2 HACKLE 

Hackle is defined as “a line on the surface running in the local direction of cracking, sepa-

rating parallel, but noncoplanar portions of the crack surface”.255 Tracing those lines 

backwards is an effective method to localize the fracture origin.257, 258 Although several 

different hackle lines are defined by Quinn253, wake hackle and twist hackle are the ones 

which are most common in dental porcelain. 

1) Wake hackle:  

These lines are the most frequent fractographic features in dental porcelain. They start 

from an irregularity in the material being for example a void or an inclusion and run in the 

local direction of the crack. Wake hackle lines evolve when the crack front strikes an ir-
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regularity and has to go around it. Usually, as the crack propagates along both sides of the 

irregularity, it slightly changes the fracture plane on both sides. Hence, a step is created 

between them when they get back together behind it. This step can be observed as wake 

hackle which is sometimes compared to a “weather vane”.253 Wake hackles can hardly be 

found in dense core materials since they contain very few inclusions or voids.254 

2) Twist hackle: 

Those very revealing features of the fractured surface are approximately parallel lines 

which all start to branch at one point. They are also called “delta patterns” or 

“river deltas”.253 Twist hackle occur in response to a rotation of the axis of principle stress 

as for example on corners, geometric irregularities or as the stress conditions change. The 

crack plane cannot turn all at once; instead it branches into small segments until the new 

crack plane is adjusted. The local direction of crack propagation can be determined, as it 

is known to originate at the branches and proceed towards the line.253 

 

2.4.1.3 WALLNER LINES 

Wallner lines are “rib shaped marks with a wavelike contour”255 which were first ex-

plained by Helmut Wallner. The Wallner line forms on the interface of the crack front and 

the elastic wave arising from an elastic impulse. The elastic impulse can be generated by 

various occurrences such as a discontinuity inside or on the surface of the material or a 

discontinuity in the propagation of the crack front as it happens by the time the crack 

approaches its terminal velocity. Further, the elastic wave can be created by sources from 

outside of the material. As the elastic wave exerts an opposing force on the crack, it caus-

es the entire crack front to twist out of the main fracture plane. This twist results in Wall-

ner lines which are usually curved in the direction of the propagating crack even though 

they do not resemble the exact shape of the crack front.253 

 

2.4.1.4 ARREST LINES 

An arrest line is defined as “a sharp line on the fracture surface defining the crack front 

shape of an arrested or momentarily hesitated crack prior to resumption of crack propa-
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gation under a more or less altered stress configuration”. In contrast to Wallner lines, 

arrest lines are sharp and depict a replica of the crack front. In dental ceramic crowns, 

arrest lines evolve particularly under fatigue due to slow crack growth leading to a phased 

crack propagation.253 

 

2.4.2 FRACTURE ORIGINS 

The geometry of the subsurface crack zone of ceramic materials during indentation prior 

to fracture cannot be generalized as it is reliant to various factors. First, it depends on the 

shape of the indenter used which can either be sharp or blunt.237, 259 Second, single load 

to failure tests result in different crack geometries than multi-cycle testing methods such 

as SSALT.237, 241 Third, the damage maps depend on the ceramic system tested. Different 

kinds of cracks arise in bilayered specimens (monolithic ceramic and cement) and ceramic 

trilayers (ceramic bilayer and cement).212, 260 The geometry of the subsurface crack zone 

also varies with the thickness and stiffness of the ceramic layers and their ratio.261-263  

Furthermore, different crack geometries evolve depending on the direction of the applied 

load. In this case, one can distinguish between an axial loading direction (indenter con-

tacts at 0° perpendicular to the specimen surface, applies the load and lifts off), a mouth-

motion biaxial loading direction (indenter contacts at 0° perpendicular to the specimen 

surface, applies the load, slides 0.5 mm and lifts off), and an off-axis loading direction (in-

denter contacts at 30° perpendicular to the specimen surface, applies the load, slides 

and lifts).193  

In axial loading, classical cone cracks are observed (Ic and Oc) (figure 1). Surrounding the 

compressive field below the indenter, they form in an area where high tensile stresses 

arise. There are two types of classical cone cracks. At low cycles, outer cone cracks origi-

nating from surface flaws form shallow ring cracks which pop in within a few cycles. As 

outer cone cracks grow at a low angle and a steady rate which is consistent with the slow 

crack growth rate, they usually do not cause much damage inside the material. After sev-

eral hundreds of cycles, inner cone cracks evolve. Inner cone cracks are more aggressive 

than outer cone cracks since they grow more quickly and in a steeper angle towards the 

cementation surface where they become the source of failure. A mechanism called hy-
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draulic pumping is considered to contribute to the driving force for inner cone 

cracks.264, 265 

In trilayered all-ceramic specimens with a zirconia coping under blunt, multi-cycle and off-

axis loading in water, failure generally emanates from partial cone cracks at the top sur-

face (Pc) (figure 2).251 Partial cone cracks are twisted cone cracks.250 In off-axis loading, a 

sliding component is added to the indenter contact, equivalent to a coefficient of friction. 

Especially on rough surfaces, the coefficient of friction creates additional compressive 

stresses in front of the indenter whereas additional tensile stresses evolve behind 

it.253, 264, 266, 267 Due to the stress field alteration, partial cone cracks are more aggressive 

than classical cone cracks. They propagate faster and in a steeper angle towards the ce-

mentation surface.193, 251 The clinically relevant damage induced by cone cracks and par-

tial cone cracks is chipping.268 

Fig. 2 

(Figure 2) Blunt, multi-cycle off-axis load-
ing (θ=30°) in water (not shown) of a flat, 
zirconia-based trilayer results mainly in 
partial cone cracks (Pc) on the top sur-
face of the specimen.

249
 Radial cracks (R) 

on the bottom surface of the core and 
the veneering porcelain are shown as 
dashed lines since they are not typical 
for zirconia-based trilayers.

261, 266
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Fig. 1 

(Figure 1) Blunt, multi-cycle axial loading 
in water (not shown) of a flat, zirconia-
based trilayer results mainly in outer (Oc) 
and inner cone cracks (Ic) on the top 
surface of the specimen.

248, 263
 Radial 

cracks (R) on the bottom surface of the 
core and the veneering porcelain are 
shown as dashed lines since they are not 
typical for zirconia-based trilayers.

261, 266
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Radial cracks at the cementation surface, so as observed in alumina-based trilayers or 

bilayered specimens (R) (figure 1+2), are usually absent in zirconia-based trilayers due to 

the extraordinary high strength of the zirconia.263, 268-270 They arise in response to high 

tensile stresses at the ceramic undersurface induced by the load of the indenter applied 

on the opposite side of the ceramic layer.212 This becomes particularly important when 

the ceramic layers are thin.265 Radial cracks are highly deleterious to the restoration as 

they result in catastrophic bulk fractures.271 
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3 OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this thesis is to compare two different zirconia coping designs regarding 

their effect on the fatigue resistance and the fracture propagation of anterior crowns, 

veneered with a nanofluorapatite glass-ceramic. The study is conducted using step-stress 

accelerated life testing (SSALT).  

One out of two groups consists of 18 zirconia copings (NobelProcera; Nobel Biocare, 

Gothenburg, Sweden) with a standard coping design, implying a constant coping layer 

thickness of 0.5 mm. The other group includes 18 anatomically designed zirconia copings 

(NobelProcera; Nobel Biocare, Gothenburg, Sweden), which provide a constant layer 

thickness of the veneering porcelain as the incisal and interproximal coping thickness is 

increased (figure 3). In both groups (n=36), the veneering porcelain is applied using the 

hand-layering technique (e.max Ceram; Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein). 

Based on the results of previous studies on coping designs39, 42-44, the research hypothesis 

is as following: 

 The zirconia-based all-ceramic crowns with the anatomically designed coping are char-

acterized by higher failure loads and less fracture propagation relative to the standard 

copings with a constant layer thickness of 0.5 mm. 

Hence, the null hypothesis of this thesis is as following: 

 There is no difference between the two groups regarding the failure loads and the 

fracture propagation. 

Failure is defined as chipping, delamination or bulk fracture. 
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4 MATERIALS & METHODS 

4.1 SPECIMEN PREPARATION 

An extracted central incisor (tooth number 8) was prepared by a dentist according to the 

standard guidelines for all-ceramic restorations which include an incisal reduction of 

2.0 mm, a 1.0 mm shoulder finish line, a preparation angle of 6° and rounded internal 

edges.272 

The prepared natural tooth (including the root) was scanned by a scanner connected to a 

CAD/CAM unit (InLab MC XL; Sirona, Bensheim, Germany). The CAD/CAM unit produced 

36 zirconium dioxide replicas of the entire prepared tooth (IPS e.max ZirCAD MO 0; Ivo-

clar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein) (figure 4). 

Based on a plaster replica of the prepared natural tooth and a wax-up defining the final 

shape of the crown (Marotta Dental Studio, Huntington, NY, USA), two resin copings were 

shaped (GC Pattern resin; GC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). One resin coping was modeled 

according to a standard design which comprises a constant layer thickness of 0.5 mm. The 

other resin coping was designed providing an increased incisal and interproximal coping 

thickness (anatomical design). Thus, the anatomical design includes a more constant layer 

thickness of the veneering porcelain (figure 3). 

Corresponding to the manufacturer’s recommendation (personal contact to Thomas Hill, 

Ivoclar Vivadent, Amherst, NY, USA), a minimum veneering porcelain thickness of 0.3 mm 

was respected. The veneering porcelain thickness of the crowns with the standard coping 

design ranged from 0.46 - 3.13 mm. For the crowns with the anatomically designed cop-

ing, a veneering porcelain thickness of 0.35 - 1.79 mm was attained. The veneering porce-

 

 

(Figure 3) Schematic of the two different crowns 
from labial (dark gray = prepared tooth, light gray 
= coping, white = veneering porcelain). The arrows 
indicate the thickness of the veneering porcelain on 
the incisal and interproximal parts of the crowns. 
The crown on the left (a) includes a standard coping 
design with a constant layer thickness of 0.5mm. The 
crown on the right (b) comprises an anatomically 
designed coping providing a constant layer thickness 
of the veneering porcelain as the incisal and inter-
proximal portions of the coping are increased.  

a) b) 
Fig. 3 
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lain thickness was measured using a cross-section of the impression of the final wax-up, in 

which the die with the respective coping was positioned. 

Afterward, both resin copings were scanned (NobelProcera Scanner; Nobel Biocare, 

Gothenburg, Sweden) by a dental technician (Marotta Dental Studio, 

Huntington, NY, USA). The digital images of the two copings were transferred to a 

production center where 18 replicas of each coping were milled out of zirconia ingots 

(NobelProcera Zirconia; Nobel Biocare, Gothenburg, Sweden) in a presintered 

stage (figure 5). All 36 zirconium dioxide copings were then steam cleaned and air dried. 

Subsequently, they were veneered using the hand-layering technique 

(e.max Ceram (nanofluorapatite glass-ceramic); Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein) 

(figure 5). The shape of the crowns corresponded to the shape of the wax-up in order to 

(Figure 4) Zirconia dies used as substructure material from labial (left) and mesio-
palatal (right). The preparation implies an incisal reduction of 2 mm, a 1 mm shoulder 
finish line, a preparation angle of 6° and rounded internal edges. 
(Figure 5) Zirconia copings before (first and second from left) and after (first and second 
from right) being hand-veneered with a translucent nanofluorapatite veneering porcelain. 
From left to right: zirconia coping with standard design (group S), zirconia coping with 
anatomical design (group A), hand-veneered crown with standard coping design (group S), 
hand-veneered crown with anatomical coping design (group A). Note the increased incisal 
and interproximal thickness of the anatomical coping relative to the standard coping. 

 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 
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achieve standardized conditions. 

Consequently, the test groups were as following: 

1. Group S: 18 hand-veneered crowns with a standard coping design 

2. Group A: 18 hand-veneered crowns with an anatomical coping design 

The veneering materials used for both groups were IPS e.max Ceram T clear (lot num-

ber: N74251 2; Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein), IPS e.max Ceram build-up liquid 

(Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein) and IPS e.max Ceram glaze paste (lot num-

ber: N74243; Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein). The fabrication was done by a 

commercial dental laboratory (Marotta Dental Studio, Huntington, NY, USA). 

Before the veneering porcelain was applied, a zirconia liner was used (lot num-

ber: L47191; Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein). The firing temperatures of the zir-

conia liner were as following: After a 4 minute dry time, a base temperature of 403°C was 

hold for four minutes followed by a slow temperature ramp up of 40°C per minute. The 

oven started pulling vacuum at 450°C and stopped at 959°C. Afterward, a high tempera-

ture of 960°C was hold for one minute. 

According to the manufacturer’s information, all samples were built up in two bakes. The 

firing temperatures for the first and second bake were as following: After a 4 minute dry 

time, a base temperature of 403°C was hold for four minutes followed by a slow tempera-

ture ramp up of 40°C per minute. The oven started pulling vacuum at 450°C and stopped 

at 749°C. Afterwards, a high temperature of 750°C was hold for one minute. The firing 

temperatures for the glaze were as following: A base temperature of 403°C was hold for 

six minutes followed by a temperature ramp up of 60°C per minute. The oven started 

pulling vacuum at 450°C and stopped at 724°C. Afterward, a high temperature of 725°C 

was hold for one minute.273 The furnace (Programat P500; Ivoclar Vivadent, 

Schaan, Liechtenstein) does not include a cooling device. Therefore, the cooling rate 

could not be determined for all firings. In the last firing cycle for the glaze, the furnace 

was opened after the temperature fell below 450°C.273 

All 36 crowns and dies were sandblasted at 0.05 MPa using 50 µm Al2O3.274 After washing 

and air drying, all crowns were adhesively cemented on the dies with a dual-curing resin 

cement (Multilink Implant; Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein) applying a constant 

load of 20 N (figure 6).275 
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One of the cemented crowns was placed in a wax model (resin tube, diameter: 25.4 mm, 

filled with wax) at an angulation of 30° (figure 7).250, 251, 264 Taking into consideration the 

biological width, the crown margins were placed 2.0 mm above the surface of the wax. An 

impression including the crown and the tube was taken using a vinyl polysiloxane impres-

sion material (Reprosil medium body; Dentsply, York, PA, USA). By means of this impres-

sion, all dies were embedded in resin tubes (diameter: 25.4 mm) and acrylic resin 

(Caulk Orthodontic Resin; Dentsply, York, PA, USA) at the same angulation. Prior to the 

mechanical testing, all specimens were stored in distilled water at 37°C for at least 

14 days to assure full hydration of the cement and the acrylic resin.276, 277 

4.2 SINGLE LOAD TO FAILURE TEST 

The static single load to failure test was performed on two crowns of each group. There-

fore, the crown was mounted in a universal servo-hydraulic testing machine (Series 5566; 

Instron Corporation, Canton, MA, USA). The load was applied vertically by a spherical 

tungsten carbide indenter (diameter: 6.25 mm). The crosshead speed of 1.0 mm per mi-

nute was controlled by computer software (Merlin; Instron Corporation, Can-

ton, MA, USA). Failure was defined as chipping, delamination or bulk fracture. The angle 

between the loading direction and the specimens’ axis was 30° due to the angulation of 

the crowns relative to the axis of the tube (figure 8). The load was applied 2.0 - 2.5 mm 

(Figure 6) Crown (group A) cemented on the 
zirconia die with resin cement after low-
pressure sandblasting (0.05 MPa). 

(Figure 7) Cemented crown (group S) placed 
in the wax model (red) at an angulation 
of 30° relative to the axis of the resin 
tube (white) which is similar to the loading 
axis. The crown margins were kept 2 mm 
above the surface of the wax. By means of a 
silicone impression, the model was duplicat-
ed and used to embed the crowns in resin-
filled tubes (see Fig.8). 

 

30° 

Fig. 6 Fig. 7 
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below the incisal edge278 on the palatal face of the specimens (figure 9). The location of 

the indentation area was chosen in order to simulate the antagonizing incisal edge of the 

lower incisors. After testing, the mean failure load of all four samples was used to create 

the three profiles for the SSALT testing. 

4.3 FATIGUE TESTING 

The fatigue testing was performed using sliding-contact step-stress accelerated life test-

ing in distilled water at room temperature (SSALT, see chapter 2.3.2). Therefore, each 

sample was mounted in a mechanical testing machine (ELF 3300; EnduraTec Division, 

BOSE Corporation, Minnetonka, MN, USA) (figure 10+11) and subjected to one out of 

three testing profiles (figure 12) by means of a computer software (WinTest; Electro-

Force systems group, BOSE Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). 16 samples of each 

group were tested. Failure was defined as chipping, delamination or bulk fracture. The 

SSALT profiles were developed considering the results of the single load to failure test and 

the range of clinically relevant loads.235 They started at a step load of 5-15% of the mean 

static failure load. A load of 25 N was defined as the absolute minimum. Below the mini-

mum load, the precision of the testing machine was limited. The upper load limit was es-

timated 700 N for all profiles. Expecting the influence of fatigue testing, the upper load 

limit was chosen being approximately ¾ of the mean statistic failure load of the static 

loading test. The SSALT profiles were divided into a mild (profile 1), a moderate (profile 2) 

(Figure 9) Cemented crown (group S) embedded in 
resin and mounted in the universal testing machine. 
The load was applied 2.0-2.5 mm below the incisal 
edge. 

(Figure 8) Cemented crown (group S) embedded in 
resin and mounted in the universal testing machine. 
The load was applied at 30° to the specimen‘s axis by a 
spherical tungsten carbide indenter (above) and a cross 
speed of 1mm/min. 

 

30° 

Fig. 8 Fig. 9 
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and an aggressive profile (profile 3), presenting a sample distribution of 8:4:4 for group S, 

and 9:4:2 for group A (see chapter 2.3.2) (figure 12). 

Accordingly, the load values ranged from 50-700 N, 75-700 N and 125-700 N, respectively.  

Corresponding to the average amount of chewing cycles per year279, the maximum 

amount of loading cycles was defined 165000, 130000 and 90000, respectively. The first 

specimen of group A ran in profile 0 (figure 13, appendices). This is due to the fact, that 

profile 0 turned out to be highly time-consuming since it started at a load of 25 N and 

went up to 200000 loading cycles. Therefore, it was replaced by profile 1. 

The load was applied vertically by a spherical tungsten carbide indenter (diame-

ter: 6.25 mm) 2.0 - 2.5 mm below the incisal edge on the palatal face of the specimens 

(similar to the set-up shown in figure 9). The location of the indentation area was chosen 

in order to simulate the antagonizing incisal edge of the lower incisors. As the specimens 

were embedded at an angulation of 30° relative to the loading axis, the load was applied 

from an off-axis direction (similar to the angulations shown in figure 8). Simulating articu-

lation, the indenter touched the specimens’ surface, applied the load, slid down approxi-

mately 1 mm and lifted up. The frequency was 2 Hz. The loading and unloading rate em-

ployed was 1000 N/sec. If a sample had not failed by the time the maximum amount of 

loading cycles was accomplished, it was considered as survival. 

(Figure 10+11) Specimen mounted in the mechanical testing machine. The picture in Fig.10 is obtained 
from the side. Fig.11 shows a close-up from a top-side view. The basin provided the presence of water 
during fatigue testing. The holder guaranteed the immobility of the specimen. As the water basin is filled 
with water, the crown is hardly visible in Fig.10. 

indenter 

water basin 

specimen 

holder 

Fig. 11 Fig. 10 
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After mechanical testing, a statistical software (SPSS version 19; IBM Corporation, 

New York, NY, USA) was used to perform an ANOVA-test (α = 0.05), in order to compare 

the samples of both testing groups regarding their failure loads and failure cycles. More-

over, accelerated life testing software (Alta Pro 7; Reliasoft, Tucson, AZ, USA) was used to 

conduct a Weibull reliability analysis which allows calculations for a small amount of sam-

ples. Weibull plots at a stress of 200 N with two-sided 90% confidence bounds were gen-

erated. The reliability for the completion of a mission of a minimum of 50000 cycles 

at 200 N was calculated. 

4.4 FRACTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 

At the end of each load-cycle step, each specimen was inspected for cracks and damage 

under the polarized light stereomicroscope (Leica MZ APO; Leica, Bensheim, Germany). 

Pictures were obtained from a top and side view at resolutions of 1.0x, 12.5x, 32.0x and 

63.0x. Afterward, the specimen was appropriately repositioned into the mouth-motion 

fatigue machine so as to continue the next step of the SSALT fatigue testing.  

The failed crowns and fractured segments were inspected under the polarized light stere-

omicroscope from the same views and resolutions as above. Representative samples 

(Figure 12) SSALT profiles. Eight specimens of group S and nine specimens of group A were tested in the 
mild profile 1 (red line). Four of each group were tested in the moderate profile 2 (yellow line). Four speci-
mens of group S and two specimens of group A were subjected to the aggressive profile 3 (blue line). Notice 
the differences amongst the three profiles regarding the initial load value and the slope of the curve. 
N=Newton, K=kilo. 

Fig. 12 
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were gold-sputtered (Emitech K650; Emitech Products Incorporation, Houston, TX, USA) 

in order to evaluate the fractured surface using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

(Model 3500S; Hitachi, Osaka, Japan). The failure modes were microscopically categorized 

as inner cone cracks, outer cone cracks, partial cone cracks and radial cracks. The SEM 

was operating at 5 kV and the images were taken at resolutions of 35x, 70x, 150x, 350x, 

500x, 1000x and 2500x. 

Moreover, representative samples were embedded in epoxy resin (EpoFix; Struers GmbH, 

Copenhagen, Denmark). After that, they were serially sectioned perpendicular to the 

main crack plane in the presence of water (Isomet1000; Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA). Af-

ter polishing under copious water irrigation (Ecomet 4; Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA), the 

samples were examined under the stereomicroscope and the SEM in order to detect pos-

sible subsurface damage and to confirm the failure mode. The stereooptical pictures were 

obtained from a top and side view at resolutions of 1.0x, 12.5x, 32.0x and 63.0x. The SEM 

was operating at 5 kV and the images were taken at resolutions of 25x, 50x, 70x and 150x. 
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5 RESULTS 

5.1 SINGLE LOAD TO FAILURE TEST 

The mean loads at failure, obtained from the static load test, were higher in group S 

(945 ± 151 N (n=2)) than in group A (706 ± 25 N (n=2)) (table 4; figure 14, appendices). 

The mean load of all samples (825 ± 142 N (n=4)) was used to determine the step-stress 

profiles for the fatigue testing. This resulted in load values from 25 N to 700 N (see 

chapter 4.3). 

During the course of all four single load tests, the indenter slid down 3-5 mm on the pala-

tal side of the specimen until failure occurred (figure 15). The failure modes will be pre-

sented in chapter 5.3. 

 

 

 

 Load At Failure [N] Mean Load [N] Standard Deviation [N] 

Group S 838 
945 151 

n=2 1051 
    
Group A 688 

706 25 
n=2 724 

(Table 4) Results of the static single load to failure test. The mean failure load and the stand-
ard deviation were calculated for each group. Group S=standard coping design, 
Group A=anatomical coping design, N=Newton. 

(Figure 15) Sequence of the single load to failure test. The pictures show a specimen of group A. From the 
starting point at 2.0-2.5 mm below the incisal edge (a), the indenter slid down the palatal face of the speci-
men (b-d). With increasing load, a crack arose below the indentation area (b) and propagated towards the 
interproximal area (c). The test was stopped after the specimen had failed (d). 

a) b) c) Fig. 15 d) 
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5.2 FATIGUE TESTING 

The failure modes, amount of cycles and loads to failure, obtained from the mouth-

motion step-stress accelerated life testing, are listed in table 5. In total, 16 specimens of 

each group were tested. Five samples (n=2 in group S; n=3 in group A) were considered as 

survivals since they failed from precontacts of the indenter outside the actual indentation 

area (figure 16, appendices). A low test profile 0 was used to verify the estimated range of 

loads to failure under fatigue. Based on the first result, the test profiles 1, 2 and 3 were 

adjusted accordingly. The failure modes will be presented in chapter 5.3. 

 Step-stress 
Profile 

Failure (F) / 
Survival (S) 

Load To Failure 
[N] 

Cycles Failure Mode 

Group S 1 S 150 22520 Incisal chipping 
n=16 1 S 250 70003 Incisal chipping 
 1 F 250 70013 Incisal chipping 
 1 F 275 78364 Incisal chipping 
 1 F 275 79999 Incisal chipping 
 1 F 300 80004 Incisal chipping 
 1 F 300 80005 Incisal chipping 
 1 F 475 116940 Incisal delamination 
 2 F 275 59999 Incisal chipping 
 2 F 350 65196 Incisal chipping 
 2 F 350 66305 Incisal delamination 
 2 F 550 99999 Incisal delamination 
 3 F 150 20000 Incisal chipping 
 3 F 150 18199 Incisal chipping 
 3 F 350 54071 Incisal chipping 
 3 F 400 59990 Incisal chipping 
       
Group A 0 F 275 115027 Incisal chipping 
n=16 1 S 100 39999 Incisal chipping 
 1 S 250 70008 Incisal chipping 
 1 F 275 79640 Incisal chipping 
 1 F 275 79999 Incisal chipping 
 1 S 300 80022 Incisal delamination 
 1 F 300 80354 Incisal chipping 
 1 F 300 83913 Incisal delamination 
 1 F 525 130334 Incisal delamination 
 1 F 525 125014 Incisal delamination 
 2 F 350 69999 Incisal chipping 
 2 F 450 84999 Incisal chipping 
 2 F 500 89999 Incisal chipping 
 2 F 525 90522 Incisal delamination 
 3 F 450 64999 Incisal delamination 
 3 F 600 77909 Incisal chipping 

(Table 5) Results of the step-stress accelerated life testing. 16 specimens of each group were tested. 
Group S=standard coping design, Group A=anatomical coping design, F=failure, S=survival, N=Newton. 
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The results of the ANOVA-test (α = 0.05), performed on failed specimens of profile 1 

(n=6 for each group), showed no statistically significant difference between the failure 

loads of specimens of group S and group A. The mean loads to failure obtained from the 

ANOVA-test were 313 ± 82 N for group S, and 367 ± 123 N for group A (table 6). Consider-

ing the failed specimens of all profiles (n=14 for group S; n=13 for group A), the minimum 

load at which chipping occurred was 150 N for the crowns with the standard coping de-

sign, and 250 N for the crowns with the anatomical coping design. 

The use level probability Weibull plots (2-sided 90% confidence bounds) at a use stress 

of 200 N were compiled considering all failed specimens (n=14 for group S, n=13 for 

group A) (figure 17). A significant difference between the two groups was computed for 

50000 loading cycles, the number of cycles associated with early failures. At 

50000 loading cycles, the unreliability of specimens of group S was significantly higher. At 

75000 and 100000 loading cycles, the results showed a clear trend towards higher relia-

bility of the crowns with the anatomical coping design. However, the significance re-

mained uncertain due to an overlap of the confidence bounds. 

Figure 17 shows that there was a difference in the β-values between both groups 

(1.59 for group S and 2.66 for group A). Firstly, these values imply that fatigue was an ac-

celeration factor for failure in both groups. Secondly, they show that there was a clear 

trend towards early failures in group S since the slope of the curve of group S was flatter 

than the slope of the group-A curve. 

 

 

   95% Confidence Interval for Mean 

 Mean Load To Failure 
[N] 

Standard Deviation 
[N] 

Lower Bound 
[N] 

Upper Bound 
[N] 

Group S 
313 82 227 398 

Profile 1, n=6 
     
Group A 

367 123 237 496 
Profile 1, n=6 

(Table 6) Results of the ANOVA-test, performed on failed specimens of profile 1. Six specimens of each 

group were included. There was no statistic difference between the two groups, since the 95% confidence 

intervals overlapped. Group S=standard coping design, Group A=anatomical coping design, N=Newton. 
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The SSALT permits the estimation of reliability of the specimens at a given load level. This 

analysis includes failed specimens and suspended specimens. Reliability calculations for a 

cumulative damage of loads up to 200 N (2-sided 90% confidence bounds) are shown in 

figure 18+19 (appendices). The calculation resulted in 48% (29% - 64%) reliability for 

group S, and 80% (60% - 91%) reliability for group A at 50000 loading cycles. At 

75000 cycles, the reliability of the crowns with the standard coping design decreased to 

24% (5% - 51%) and to 53% (6% - 86%) for the crowns with the anatomically designed 

coping. At 100000 cycles, the calculated reliability was 11% (0% - 46%) for group S, and 

25% (0% - 90%) for group A (table 7). The crowns with the anatomical coping design 

demonstrated higher mean survival probability at all cycle levels. Due to the fact that the 

confidence bounds of both groups overlapped, the significance between the two groups 

remained uncertain at 75000 and 100000 loading cycles. At 50000 loading cycles, the 

(Figure 17) Use level probability plot of the crowns with the standard coping design (black data points and 
line), and the crowns with the anatomical coping design (blue data points and line). The 2-sided 90% confi-
dence bounds of both groups are represented by the red lines. There was a trend towards early failures in 
group S, since the slope of the curve is flatter than the slope of the curve of group A. In both groups the          
β-values were > 1 (1.59 for group S, 2.66 for group A). This indicates that fatigue was an acceleration factor for 
both groups. F=failed specimens, S=suspended specimens, CB=confidence bound. 

Fig. 17 
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crowns with the anatomical coping design showed significantly higher reliability com-

pared to the crowns with the standard coping design. The Weibull analysis at a fatigue 

load of 200 N thus resulted in a clear trend towards higher reliability of the crowns with 

the anatomical coping design. 

5.3 FRACTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 

The failure mode observed for all 36 specimens, independent of testing method, was co-

hesive fracture within the veneering porcelain. No bulk fracture or fracture of the zirconia 

die was observed. 

In the static loading test, the cohesive fracture of the veneering porcelain occurred in the 

palatal or interproximal areas. In one specimen of group S the fracture also included the 

incisal edge (figure 20+21, appendices). One out of four samples failed from veneer chip-

ping, the other three specimens failed from partial veneer delamination. 

In samples subjected to fatigue testing, the fracture of the veneering porcelain was locat-

ed on the incisal portion of the crowns (figure 22+23). In the majority of cases, the frac-

ture included the entire incisal edge, extending to the incisal level of the coping. 13 out of 

16 samples in group S failed from veneer chipping, the other three failed from partial ve-

neer delamination (profile 1: n=1, profile 2: n=2). In group A (n=16), ten crowns failed 

from veneer chipping, and six from partial veneer delamination (profile 1: n=4, pro-

file 2: n=1, profile 3: n=1). 

 

 200 N, 2-sided 90% Confidence Bounds 
 50000 Cycles 75000 Cycles 100000 Cycles 
 S A S A S A 

Upper CB 0.642 0.911 0.515 0.860 0.464 0.900 

Reliability 0.477 0.803 0.244 0.525 0.108 0.251 

Lower CB 0.292 0.595 0.050 0.064 1.50E-03 1.24E-08 

(Table 7) Results of the reliability calculation for a cumulative damage of loads up to 200 N (2-sided 
90% confidence bounds). The corresponding graphs are shown in Fig.18+19 (appendices). If a sample of 
group S had completed 50000 cycles with loads up to 200 N, the probability of survival was 48% (29%-64%). 
At the same time, the survival probability for a specimen of group A was 80% (60%-91%). The reliability was 
generally higher for specimens of group A. However, the significance of the results remained uncertain at 
75000 and 100000 loading cycles since the confidence bounds of the two groups overlapped. S=group S 
(standard coping design), A=group A (anatomical coping design), N=Newton, CB=confidence bound. 
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Close examination of the fractured surface and the sectioned crowns (along the palatal-

labial plane) revealed, that the cohesive fracture evolved from damage regions directly 

below the indenter slide path. The crack propagated radially throughout the material and 

finally led to failure as it reached the labial or interproximal outer surface of the veneer-

ing porcelain. This was concluded based on the location and direction of inner, outer and 

partial cone cracks (figure 24-26), wake hackles, twist hackles, arrest lines (figure 27+28) 

and fracture mirrors (figure 29). Those fracture patterns were observed in the veneering 

porcelain under the stereomicroscope and the SEM. The large radius of the arrest lines 

indicates that crack propagation was slow (figure 30). No cracks were observed in the 

zirconia coping or abutment. 

 

 

 

 

(Figure 22+23) Representative failure modes after fatigue testing (Fig.22: group S, Fig.23: group A). The pic-
tures were obtained with the stereomicroscope (magnification: 1x), from a palatal (Fig.22a+c, Fig.23a+c) and a 
labial perspective (Fig.22b+d, Fig.23b+d), respectively. The upper row shows specimens subjected to the long-
running profile 1 (Fig.22a+b, Fig.23a+b). Fig.22c+d show a specimen which had been running in the aggressive 
profile 3. Fig.23c+d show a specimen which had been subjected to the moderate profile 2. There were no 
differences in failure mode, neither between both groups nor between the different profiles. All specimens 
failed from incisal chipping or delamination. 
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Fig. 25 (Figure 25) Inner cone cracks below 
the indentation area of a failed spec-
imen of group S after being subjected 
to static loading. The pictures in 
(a)+(b) were taken with the stereomi-
croscope (magnification: 1x), (c)+(d) 
with SEM (magnification: 35x (c), 70x 
(d)). (a) is obtained from a palatal, (b) 
from a mesial perspective. The arrow 
in (a) points out the sliding direction 
of the indenter during testing. (c) 
shows the failed crown from a mesial 
view. Inner cone cracks are visible 
below the indentation area, which is 
indicated by the arrow. (d) shows the 
chipped piece from a distal view. The 
arrow points on the indentation area. 
Inner cone cracks are visible below 
this area.   

a) b) c) 

f) 

d) 

g) e) 

(Figure 24) Indentation area of a specimen of group A at different loading cycles (profile 2). The 
pictures were taken with the stereomicroscope (magnifications: 32x (a-d), 12.5x (e+g), 1x (f)), 
after 50000 (a), 60000 (b), 65000 (c) and 70000 cycles (d+e). (f)+(g) show the failed specimen 
(89999 cycles). Partial cone cracks formed below the indentation area and increased progres-
sively in number and size (exemplary arrows in a-c). After 70000 cycles, a large crack became 
apparent (d+e). This crack finally led to failure (f+g). 

Fig. 24 
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(Figure 26) Indentation area (  ) of sectioned 
crowns (palatal-labial plane) under the stere-
omicroscope (magnification: 32x). (a)+(b) show 
the same specimen (group A) at different per-
spectives. It had failed from chipping, the 
chipped piece was repositioned. The arrows in 
(a) point on the crack leading to failure. Note 
that below the crack, a thin layer of porcelain 
remained on the zirconia coping. The arrow in 
(b) points on a large partial cone crack which 
propagated from the indentation area onto the 
zirconia coping. (c) (group S), and (d) (group A) 
show specimens which were suspended. Since 
they had not failed from the indentation area, it 
was possible to examine the subsurface dam-
age before failure. Both show partial cone 
cracks in the veneering porcelain, evolving from 
the indentation area and propagating towards 
the zirconia coping. Zr=zirconia coping. 

* 

* 
Zr 

c) 

Fig. 26 

* 
Zr 

a) 

* 
Zr 

d) 
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b) 
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(Figure 27) Failed specimen after being subjected to static loading (group A). The pictures were obtained 
with stereomicroscope (magnification: 1x (a); 32x (b)) and SEM (c, magnification: 35x). The specimen failed 
from delamination. (a) shows the entire specimen from a mesial view. (b)+(c) are close-ups of the frac-
tured area. The thick arrow points on the exposed zirconia surface. The thin arrows are parallel to the 
direction of hackle lines on the fractured veneering porcelain surface. They evolved from the indentation 
area and ran in the local direction of the crack. 

Fig. 27 

a) 

b) 
c) 

(Figure 30)  Arrest line (arrows) in a failed crown of 
group S. The picture was obtained with the stereomi-
croscope from a labial view (magnification: 1x). The 
distance from the origin of the fracture (indentation 
area, not visible from this perspective) to the arrest 
line was large, taking up almost the entire fractured 
surface. This indicates that crack propagation was 
slow. 

Fig. 30 
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Fig. 29 
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(Figure 29) Fracture mirror (M) on the surface of a failed crown of group S. The picture in (a) was 
obtained with the stereomicroscope (magnification: 12.5x) from a top view. (b) is a close-up (SEM, 
magnification: 2500x) of the fractured surface directly below the indentation area (   ). It shows a 
fracture mirror (M), surrounded by radial hackle lines (arrow pointing in the direction of the hack-
les). These fracture patterns reveal that the origin of the fracture was located directly below the 
indentation area, and that the crack propagated radially into the depth of the material. 

 
* 

(Figure 28) Crack patterns on the surface of a failed specimen of group S. The pictures were obtained 
from a top view by means of the stereomicroscope (a, magnification: 16x) and the SEM (magnifica-
tion: 150x (b+c), 35x (d)). (a)+(d) show an overview of the fractured porcelain surface. (b)+(c) are close-
ups of the regions indicated in (d) (squares). The arrow in (b) is parallel to twist hackle lines running in 
the local direction of the crack. A wake hackle line is shown in (c). It evolved from a void in the veneering 
porcelain, indicated by the arrow which points in the direction of crack propagation. In (d), the arrows 
point at arrest lines. They are curved in the shape of the crack front, forming circles around the indenta-
tion area. The thick arrows in (a) summarize the findings of the surface examination (b-d). The thick 
arrows point in the direction of local crack propagation. This shows that the crack leading to fracture 
originated from the indentation area and propagated radially throughout the material.    =indentation 
area. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

This thesis investigated the effect of two different zirconia coping designs on the fatigue 

resistance and the fracture propagation of hand-veneered, anterior all-ceramic crowns. 

One group consisted of 18 crowns with a constant coping thickness of 0.5 mm. The other 

group included 18 crowns with an anatomical coping design, in which the incisal and in-

terproximal coping thickness was increased. 

The results showed a statistically significant difference in fatigue resistance at low loading 

cycles. No significant difference in failure probability was found between the two groups 

at longer loading cycles. Fracture propagation was similar in both groups. Therefore, the 

research hypothesis was partially accepted, and the null hypothesis was rejected. 

There was a clear trend towards higher fatigue resistance of the crowns with the 

anatomically designed zirconia copings, whereas the crowns with the standard coping 

design seemed to be more susceptible to early failures. All crowns failed from chipping or 

delamination. 

In an extensive literature search on “PubMed” and “Google scholar”, no study was found 

that had already tested the mechanical properties of anatomically designed zirconia cop-

ings on anterior crowns. Four in vitro studies were found investigating the anatomical 

zirconia coping design on molar crowns. Kokubo et al.42 and Sundh & Sjögren et al.39 

showed that zirconia-based molar crowns with an even thickness of the veneering porce-

lain achieved significantly higher fracture loads under static loading than those with an 

uneven veneering porcelain thickness. Rosentritt et al.43, and Larsson et al.44 subjected 

molar all-ceramic crowns with the two different coping designs to cyclic loading (not to 

step-stress accelerated life testing (SSALT)). In both studies, the crowns with the anatomi-

cally designed zirconia coping performed significantly better than the crowns with stand-

ard coping design. In all four studies, the crowns failed from fracture within the veneering 

porcelain. Fracture of the zirconia copings was not observed.  

The results of the present thesis are thus in accordance with previous in vitro studies on 

all-ceramic crowns with anatomically designed zirconia copings. Moreover, the results of 

the thesis provide evidence to several short-term clinical studies that recommend zirconia 

copings with an increased occlusal and interproximal veneering porcelain support.32, 35 
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In order to improve the mechanical stability of posterior zirconia-based all-ceramic 

crowns, another coping design has been suggested recently. It includes a cervical zirconia 

collar on the oral face of the crown, which conduces to the support of the veneering 

porcelain. It is based on a design that was originally developed for metal-based 

restorations. The outcomes of the corresponding in vitro studies (using SSALT) are 

ambivalent. One study showed that crowns with the modified coping design are more 

reliable in comparison to crowns with a standard coping design.226 Another study found 

no statistically significant difference between copings with and without the cervical 

collar.225 Clinically, this modified coping design is used with good outcome, but there are 

no long-term studies yet.227, 228 

In the present study, an ANOVA-test was performed on the failure loads generated in 

profile 1 (n=6 for each group), as the amount of samples in the other three profiles was 

too small to justify it (profile 0: n=1 or 0, respectively; profile 2: n=4; profile 3: n=2 or 4, 

respectively). This analysis showed, that the mean fatigue failure loads of both groups 

(group S: 313 ± 82 N (n=6); group A: 367 ± 123 N (n=6)) were above the average clinical 

load range in the anterior dentition (140-200 N).235 

As expected, the mean failure loads of the ANOVA-test were lower than the mean       

failure loads obtained from the static loading test (group S: 945 ± 151 N (n=2); 

group A: 706 ± 25 N (n=2)). This was due to the fact that the fatigue loading accumulated 

damage inside the material and, as a result, weakened it before higher loads were 

applied.237, 238 Furthermore, the fatigue loading involved water as surrounding medium, 

which is an important factor assisting slow crack growth.195 In order to estimate the 

clinical reliability of the tested crowns, this scenario is more realistic than the static 

loading test. 

The static loading test showed higher failure loads in group S compared to group A, 

whereas in fatigue testing the failure loads of group A were generally higher. Taking into 

consideration the small amount of samples subjected to static loading, the results ob-

tained from this test are not representative. They should not be referred to as values of 

ultimate strength for the tested crowns. The only objective of the static loading test was 

to evaluate the approximate strength of the specimens in order to generate the profiles 

for the SSALT. 
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The specimens of both groups withstood fatigue loads up to 150 N with limited failures. 

According to the highest value of the mean masticatory loading forces235, the use stress 

for the Weibull analysis was determined 200 N. The confidence bounds were set 90%. 

This means that the frequency with which they contain the true value is 0.90.280 

The master Weibull plot of unreliability versus number of cycles clearly showed more ear-

ly failures in group S. Additionally, group S showed lower predictability (more failures at 

lower numbers of cycles) compared to group A. From a patient satisfaction viewpoint, 

early failures are unacceptable. Yet, a statistically significant difference remained uncer-

tain for loading cycles higher than 50000 due to overlapping confidence bounds and the 

potential small sample size. 

The β-value (Weibull shape factor) describes failure rate changes over time. In both 

groups, it was higher than 1 (β=1.59 in group S, β=2.66 in group A). This indicates that the 

failure rate is increasing over time. Therefore it is associated with failures caused by dam-

age accumulation. If β=1, the failure rate would not vary over time, which would imply 

that the failures were not time dependent. A β-value < 1 would insinuate early failures, 

since the failure rate would decrease over time.280 Clinical β-values usually range from 1-2 

(personal contact to Van P. Thompson, Department of Biomaterials and Biomimetics, 

NYUCD, NY, USA). 

The Weibull reliability calculations for the completion of a mission of 50000, 75000 and 

100000 cycles at 200 N clearly showed higher values in group A. The mean survival prob-

ability was constantly lower, and decreased more rapidly in group S than in group A. Con-

sidering the absence of overlapping confidence bounds between the two groups as refer-

ence for significance, the Weibull analysis suggested that there was no statistically signifi-

cant difference between the two groups at 75000 and 100000 loading cycles. For a mis-

sion of 50000 loading cycles at loads up to 200 N, the overlap was only minor (0.047). 

Taking into consideration that the mean reliability level of group A (0.80) was higher than 

the upper confidence bound of group S (0.64), it was concluded that there was a statisti-

cally significant difference between the two groups at 50000 loading cycles. At 

75000 loading cycles, the mean reliability value of group A (0.56) was not within the up-

per confidence bound of group S (0.52). It is hence assumed that there was no statistically 

significant difference but sign for significance at 75000 loading cycles. The significance 

remained uncertain for 100000 loading cycles due to a wide range of the confidence 
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bounds. As mentioned before, a larger sample size would be required to further define 

the confidence bounds; and thus to verify or decline the present trend. 

In comparison to the use level probability plot, the reliability calculations also included 

suspended specimens. Suspended specimens do account for reliability calculations since 

they are considered as survivals until they are taken out of the testing process. 

Suspensions usually have little effect on the slope (β-value). Even though statisticians 

always prefer complete samples (no suspensions), in research suspensions are very 

common. Three out of five suspensions in this study were suspended earlier than the first 

specimen failed. The effect of these “early suspensions” on the Weibull reliability analysis 

is negligible.280 

Both statistical methods used in this study, the ANOVA-test and the Weibull analysis, 

showed no certainty in significance between both groups due to high standard deviations 

and overlapping confidence bounds. To increase the level of statistical confidence, a sub-

stantial amount of additional specimens would need to be tested.  

The material of the dies used in this study was zirconium dioxide, which has a high 

Young’s modulus compared to dentine (zirconium dioxide: 21 GPa, 

dentine: 13-15 GPa)210, 214. It was chosen expecting the tensile stresses in the high-stress 

areas (cervical-palatal) to eventually exceed the strength of a dentine-like resin material. 

Preliminary testing for this investigation pointed out early failures of dies made of 

Z100 composite (3M ESPE; St. Paul, MN, USA), a material with similar mechanical 

properties to dentine.281 In this preliminary study, two samples fractured in the cervical 

area of the die before the tested crowns failed from fatigue. It has to be noted that the 

rigidity of the dies might have led to higher failure loads in comparison to tooth-

supported restorations.237 The results of this study are, however, relevant for implant-

supported restorations; especially since chipping is more likely to occur if the restoration 

is supported by implants.28, 282, 283 

The zirconia dies were embedded in resin (Caulk Orthodontic Resin; Dentsply, 

York, PA, USA). In comparison to the zirconia (21 GPa)210, the resin has a low Young’s 

modulus (3 GPa)284 and provides only little mobility for the dies. With regard to tooth-

supported restorations with a periodontal ligament, the micromobility will lead to lower 

failure loads compared to a rigid test model.285 For implant-supported restorations, the 
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usage of resin is appropriate as its elastic modulus (3 GPa)284 resembles the jaw bone’s 

elastic modulus (trabecular bone: 1370 MPa, cortical bone: 13700 MPa)286. 

Crowns with zirconia copings can be used for the restoration of anterior and posterior 

teeth.287 In the anterior dentition they constitute an alternative to monolithic, lithium 

disilicate glass-ceramic materials.20 In comparison to zirconium dioxide, glass-ceramics 

contain an amorphous phase and a fine crystallite size which enable the transmission of 

light.19, 58 At the same time, these materials provide sufficient mechanical strength to 

withstand the mean masticatory forces in the anterior dentition.288 Conversely, zirconia-

based anterior restorations are critical as part of all-ceramic full-arch restorations and for 

patients with parafunctional activities as they withstand high masticatory forces.235, 289 

They can also be used to mask a dark background such as a dark tooth or core buildup 

material.18 

The fractographic results of this study are consistent with previous observations of 

studies on zirconia-porcelain trilayers or crowns in off-axis fatigue 

loading.43, 226, 244, 245, 251, 262, 268, 290 The crowns subjected to fatigue testing (n=32) all failed 

from cohesive fracture within the veneering porcelain on the incisal edge of the crown. In 

most of the cases, the fracture included the entire incisal edge of the specimen. This 

would imply the replacement of the restoration in the clinical situation. 

The fracture origin was always located within the indentation area. From there, partial 

cone cracks propagated into the depth of the veneering porcelain bypassing the zirconia 

coping. Fracture of the zirconia copings or dies were not observed. Even a close examina-

tion of the sectioned crowns and fractured surfaces at magnifications up to 2500x did not 

reveal cracks in the zirconia coping or abutment.  

During the examination, special attention was paid to the cervical-palatal area of the dies, 

copings and veneering porcelain, where the highest tensile stresses were concentrated. 

Cracks in the zirconia coping are of major clinical importance. They are usually undetected 

and can lead to spontaneous, catastrophic failure of the restoration. All crowns subjected 

to fatigue fractured on the incisal edge. The location of the fracture was different in the 

static loading test in which specimens mainly failed from interproximal chipping or partial 

delamination. This was due to the fact that, during the course of the static load test, the 

indenter slid far down the palatal face of the specimen. With increasing load, the indenta-

tion area was moved cervical. 
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A forecast on the expected clinical performance of a restoration tested in the laboratory 

is restricted, since there are many variables which influence the intraoral behavior of a 

material.291 In vitro studies can, however, be a time- and cost-effective method to study 

and compare standardized models in a controlled environment. The step-stress 

accelerated life testing method has been reported to reproduce clinical failure 

modes244, 245, even though the loads are lower and the loading cycles are longer in the 

clinical situation. The crowns used in this study were produced by the same milling 

devices in a dental laboratory. They were cemented on the dies identical to the clinical 

application. There may have been minor differences in the dimension of the multiplied 

zirconia dies, and also in the cement thickness, since the zirconia dies and copings were 

milled in a presintered stage. The dimensions of the ceramic layers (zirconia coping and 

veneering porcelain) in each group were similar. Furthermore, the specimens were 

loaded on a reproducible position and direction with a standardized 

magnitude (dependent on the profile) in an aqueous environment. 

In this context, special attention has to be paid to the loading position. The application of 

the load can hardly be controlled in the clinical situation. As a result, the stress is more 

allocated compared to the conditions in the laboratory, where the load is concentrated 

on a particular, defined area.291 Therefore, the in vitro indentation represents a more 

reproducible but also a more catastrophic scenario.202 In this study, the load was applied 

2.0 – 2.5 mm below the incisal edge on the palatal surface of the specimens.278 Consider-

ing the diameter of the indenter (6.25 mm), this position was mainly located above the 

bulk of the coping in group A (incisal veneering porcelain thickness: 1.79 mm). In group S 

(incisal veneering porcelain thickness: 3.13 mm), the load was mainly applied on the un-

supported veneering porcelain. The improved support of the veneering porcelain can be 

considered as one reason that the crowns with the anatomically designed copings gener-

ally performed better than the ones with the standard coping design. During indentation, 

each component of the specimen was subjected to tensile and compressive stresses. The 

stiff zirconia coping (Young’s modulus: 210 GPa)210 minimized the flexure of the veneering 

porcelain (Young’s modulus: 65 GPa).210, 292 Tensile stresses inside the veneering porcelain 

during loading were therefore reduced and compressive stresses increased. These com-

pressive stresses decelerated the propagation of partial cone cracks evolving from the 

indentation area towards the zirconia coping.251, 265 
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The reduction of veneering porcelain flexure also prevented the generation of radial 

cracks (none of the cohesive fractures originated from radial cracks). These cracks arise in 

response to high tensile stresses at the ceramic undersurface, below the indentation ar-

ea.212, 265, 293 Additionally, the high tensile strength of the zirconium dioxide (1200 MPa)71 

prevented the formation of radial cracks on the cement interface.263, 268 In the clinical sit-

uation, radial cracks on the cement-ceramic interface are highly detrimental. They lead to 

spontaneous, catastrophic bulk fractures.271 The results of this study are thus in accord-

ance with various clinical studies reporting that bulk fractures are rare in zirconia-based 

restorations.25, 26, 33, 217 Conversely, bulk fractures remain the major mechanical failure 

mode in alumina-based and monolithic glass-ceramic FDPs.22-24, 217 

During fatigue testing, the specimens failed from chipping or partial delamination. Delam-

ination is characterized as a complete detachment of the veneering porcelain from the 

coping. Chipping is defined as a cohesive fracture solely located within the veneering 

porcelain. 

The mean failure loads of the specimens failed from partial delamination were higher 

than the mean failure loads of the corresponding group. Once a crack had reached the 

zirconia-porcelain interface, it probably required additional energy to deflect it back into 

the veneering porcelain.294, 295 Furthermore, partial delamination occurred more often in 

specimens of group A (6 out of 16), compared to specimens of group S (3 out of 16). A 

possible explanation may be the different position of the indentation area in the two 

groups, relative to the coping. The indentation area in group A was mainly located directly 

above the coping. Due to the thinner (incisal) layer thickness of the zirconia coping in 

group S, the incisal level of the coping was located cervical from the indentation area. 

Partial cone cracks, originating from the indentation area, were therefore more likely to 

bypass the zirconia-porcelain interface in group S. Since all specimens failed from cohe-

sive fracture within the veneering porcelain, it was concluded that there were no differ-

ences between both groups with regard to the failure mode. Moreover, there were no 

differences in failure mode between the different SSALT-profiles. 

As already mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, chipping and delamination seem 

to be a problem specific to zirconia.21, 210 Changes in the design of the restoration (such as 

increasing the coping thickness) might improve the apparent strength but won’t solve the 

material-specific problem of zirconia-based all-ceramic restorations. 
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Various possible reasons for the high chipping/delamination rate in zirconia-based resto-

rations have been suggested in the literature, yet without decisive solution. These are 

mismatching coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) between the veneering porcelain 

and the core material, the surface property changes of the zirconia induced by the ve-

neering porcelain, the manufacturing method of the veneering porcelain and the low 

thermal conductivity of the zirconia. 

It is unlikely, that a mismatch in CTE was the reason for chipping or delamination in this 

study. The CTE of the veneering porcelain (9.5*10-6 K-1)91 was matched to the CTE of the 

zirconia coping (10.4*10-6 K-1)210. The CTE of the veneering porcelain should be ~10% low-

er than the CTE of the core material in order to avoid the generation of tensile stresses 

inside the veneering porcelain.38 These would occur, if the CTE of the veneering porcelain 

was higher than the CTE of the core material. However, the same principle is used for 

every ceramic system, for zirconia-based restorations as well as for alumina-based resto-

rations or porcelain-fused-to-metal (PFM). 

Another possible explanation for the high chipping rate in zirconia-based restorations is a 

chemical interaction between the veneering porcelain and the zirconia coping during fir-

ing. Firstly, the (melting) veneering porcelain could have induced changes in the geometry 

of surface zirconia crystals. This process is assumed to occur analogous to the water pen-

etration of zirconia grain boundaries at moderately elevated temperatures known from 

low temperature degradation (LTD).133 Secondly, stabilizing dopants in the zirco-

nia (e.g. Yttria) could have dissolved in the silicate ceramic material at high temperatures. 

Both scenarios would have led to an increase in volume in surface zirconia crystals, result-

ing in tensile stresses on the bottom side of the veneering porcelain.37 In this study, the 

zirconia surface was treated with a zirconia liner before the veneering porcelain was ap-

plied. Zirconia liners help to reduce possible interactions of the silicate and the zirconia 

ceramic material and can improve the bond strength at the porcelain-zirconia 

interface.37, 296  

The firing protocol of the veneering porcelain might be another explanation that chipping 

was the most common failure mode in this study. Zirconia has a low thermal conductivity, 

compared to other coping materials.36 After the final firing of the veneering porcelain, the 

heat on the bottom side of the veneering porcelain was not released as quickly as on the 

top surface adjoining the air. Due to a temperature gradient, this could have resulted in 
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tensile prestresses inside the veneering porcelain.36 Differences in veneering porcelain 

thickness might have created additional residual stresses.297 

The manufacturing process of the crowns tested in this study followed the manufacturer’s 

recommendations. The furnace (Programat P500; Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein) 

does not include a cooling device. Therefore, the cooling rate could not be determined for 

all firings. In the last firing cycle (glaze), the furnace was opened after the temperature 

fell below 450°C. In order to reduce chipping, it might, however, be helpful to elongate 

the cooling time after the last firing cycle (unpublished data; Fabio Lorenzoni, Department 

of Biomaterials and Biomimetics, NYUCD, NY, USA). 

In this context, special attention needs to be paid to the manufacturing method of the 

veneering porcelain. Previous in vitro fatigue studies on zirconia- and alumina-based all-

ceramic FDPs point out that specimens veneered with the hand-layering technique per-

form better than over-pressed specimens.231, 298 This is interesting because press-

ceramics usually exhibit greater strength and fracture toughness than feldspathic ceram-

ics.12, 13, 101, 142 An approach based on the layer thickness of the veneering porcelain during 

firing might explain these paradox findings. Residual stresses evolve in the veneering 

porcelain during cooling due to thermal contraction. The hand-layering technique pro-

vides small shrinkage volumes during cooling since the material is applied in multiple 

(thin) layers.231, 299 With increasing layer thickness (over-pressed restorations) these re-

sidual stresses multiply. As mentioned above, residual stresses evolve in the veneering 

porcelain during cooling due to a temperature gradient between the outer and the inner 

surface. With respect to the low thermal conductivity of zirconia, this becomes even 

worse.36 It would thus be interesting to compare the fatigue reliability and fracture 

modes of different veneering techniques applied on the two different zirconia copings 

used in this study (unpublished data; Christian Stappert, Department of Biomaterials and 

Biomimetics, NYUCD, NY, USA). 
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7 CONCLUSION 

Within the limitations of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 The crowns with the standard coping design and the ones with the anatomical coping 

design resist the average masticatory forces in the anterior dentition. It is hence as-

sumed that they are suitable for clinical application in the anterior region.  

 Both zirconia-based crown systems predominantly failed from incisal chipping. 

 There was a clear trend towards higher reliability of the crowns with the anatomical 

coping design. The anatomical coping design should have the potential to reduce the 

probability of early clinical crown failures by veneer chipping. 
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8 ABSTRACT 

Objectives: The objective of this thesis was to determine the effect of two different zirco-

nia coping designs on the fatigue strength and fracture propagation of the corresponding 

anterior all-ceramic crown. Materials and methods: One group consisted of 18 crowns 

with a constant zirconia coping thickness of 0.5 mm (group S). The other group included 

18 crowns with an anatomically designed zirconia coping (increased incisal and interprox-

imal coping thickness) (group A). The crowns were hand-veneered (IPS e.max Ceram, Ivo-

clar) and adhesively cemented (Multilink Implant, Ivoclar) on zirconia dies. The zirconia 

copings and dies were CAD/CAM produced (copings: NobelProcera, Nobel Biocare; 

dies: IPS e.max ZirCAD, Ivoclar Vivadent). A single load to failure test was performed to 

estimate the initial ultimate strength (n=4). 32 specimens were subjected to one out of 

three stress-time varying profiles using mouth motion (2Hz) step-stress accelerated life 

testing (ELF-3300, Bose). After mechanical testing, a fractographic analysis was performed 

by means of the stereomicroscope and the SEM. The reliability of the crowns was com-

puted using a cumulative-damage step-stress analysis (Alta-7-Pro, Reliasoft). 

Results: Chipping of the veneering porcelain was the main failure mode in both groups. 

Nine specimens showed areas of delamination. The mean loads at failure 

were 313 ± 82 N (n=6) for group S and 367 ± 123 N (n=6) for group A (profile 1). The use 

level probability Weibull plot at 200 N and 50k loading cycles showed a statistically signifi-

cant difference between the two groups, associated with early failures, in group S. For 

longer loading cycles, the significance remained uncertain, but showed a clear trend to-

wards higher reliability of the crowns with the anatomical coping design. The reliability 

calculations at 200 N and 50k cycles (2-sided at 90.0 % confidence bounds) resulted in 

0.48 (0.64/0.29) reliability for group S, and 0.8 (0.91/0.6) reliability for group A. In gen-

eral, group A generated higher mean reliability values than group S. Cracks leading to fail-

ure evolved from the area directly below the indenter slide path. No cracks were ob-

served in the zirconia coping or die. Conclusion: The tested crowns are suitable for clinical 

application in the anterior region. There was a clear trend towards higher reliability of the 

crowns with the anatomical coping design. The anatomical coping design should have the 

potential to reduce the probability of early clinical failures by veneer chipping. The failure 

modes in both crown systems were similar. 
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9 ZUSAMMENFASSUNG (GERMAN) 

Zielsetzung: Die Auswirkung zweier verschiedener Zirkoniumdioxid-Gerüstdesigns (No-

belProcera, Nobel Biocare) auf die Dauerbelastbarkeit und das Bruchverhalten von vollke-

ramischen Frontzahnkronen festzustellen. Material&Methode: Gruppe S bestand aus 

18 Kronen, deren Gerüst eine konstante Schichtstärke von 0,5 mm aufwies. Die Gerüste 

der Gruppe A (n=18) waren anatomisch geformt (erhöhte Schichtstärke im inzisalen und 

approximalen Bereich). Die Kronen beider Gruppen wurden mit einer Glaskeramik 

(IPS e.max Ceram, Ivoclar) in der Schichttechnik verblendet und adhäsiv auf Zirkoniumdi-

oxidzahnstümpfe (IPS e.max ZirCAD, Ivoclar) zementiert (Multilink Implant, Ivoclar). Die 

Gerüste und Zahnstümpfe wurden mit CAD/CAM hergestellt. Zuerst wurde die statische 

Bruchfestigkeit mit Hilfe eines Bruchbelastungstests ermittelt (n=4). Die restlichen 

32 Kronen wurden dann mit Hilfe eines Kausimulators (ELF-3300, BOSE) und drei ver-

schiedenen Belastungsprofilen auf Ihre Dauerbelastungsfähigkeit getestet (SSALT). Alle 

Kronen wurden unter dem Lichtmikroskop und dem REM fraktographisch untersucht. 

Ergebnisse: Chipping im inzisalen Bereich war die Ursache, die am häufigsten zum Versa-

gen führte. Neun Kronen wiesen delaminierte Bereiche auf. Die mittleren Bruchlastwerte 

unter Dauerbelastung waren 313 ± 82 N (n=6) in Gruppe S, und 367 ± 123 N (n=6) in 

Gruppe A (Profil 1). Der Weibullgraph ergab einen statistisch signifikanten Unterschied für 

eine Belastung von 200 N und 50k Kauzyklen, wobei Gruppe S häufiger zu frühen Fehlern 

neigten als Gruppe A. Für längere Belastungszyklen verblieb die Signifikanz unsicher, zeig-

te aber einen deutlichen Trend in Richtung höherer Zuverlässigkeit von Gruppe A. Für 

eine Belastung von 200 N und 50k Belastungszyklen ergab sich eine Zuverlässigkeit von 

0,48 (0,64/0,29) für Gruppe S, und 0,8 (0,91/0,6) für Gruppe A. Im Allgemeinen wies 

Gruppe A höhere mittlere Zuverlässigkeitswerte auf als Gruppe S. Die Risse, die zum Ver-

sagen der Kronen führten, gingen von der Region direkt unter dem Belastungspunkt aus. 

Es konnten keine Risse im Zirkoniumdioxidgerüst oder den Zahnstümpfen festgestellt 

werden. Schlussfolgerung: Die getesteten Kronen sind für die klinische Anwendung im 

Frontzahnbereich geeignet. Es ergab sich ein deutlicher Trend in Richtung höherer Zuver-

lässigkeit der Kronen mit anatomischem Gerüstdesign. Das anatomische Gerüstdesign 

kann die Wahrscheinlichkeit von vorzeitigen Verblendkeramikbrüchen reduzieren. Die 

Fehlerquellen beider Kronensysteme waren ähnlich. 
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Fig. 13 

(Figure 13) SSALT profiles. In 
the beginning, profile 0 (blue 
line) was considered the mild 
profile. After subjecting one 
sample of group A to profile 0, 
it was replaced by profile 1 (red 
line). All other samples ran in 
profile 1 since it was more time-
efficient. For example (grey 
line), by the time the sample 
reached the load level of 250 N, 
it took 4 h and 51 min longer if 
profile 0 was used instead of 
profile 1. N=Newton, K=kilo. 

Fig. 14 

(Figure 14) Graph recorded by 
the Instron machine during the 
course of the static load test on 
a specimen of group A. The red 
line shows the compressive 
load plotted against the com-
pressive extension caused by 
the indenter. The specimen 
failed at 724 N. N=Newton.  

 

* 
b) 

Fig. 16 

* 

d) 

a) c) 

(Figure 16) Stereomicroscope pictures of a representative sample which was considered as survival (magnifi-
cations: 1x (a+c), 12.5x (b+d). (a)+(b) show the sample before, and (c)+(d) after it had failed from a precontact 
on the incisal edge. The arrow in (b) points on the precontact point located above the contact point of the 
tungsten carbide sphere (   ). This precontact had led to fracture (arrow in (d)), before the specimen failed 
from the actual indentation area. For the statistical analysis, it was assumed that, by the time the fracture 
occurred, those samples had not failed yet.  
 

* 
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Fig. 20 Fig. 21 

(Figure 20+21) Failed specimens from the single 
load to failure test under the stereomicroscope 
obtained from a palatal view (magnification: 1x). 
Fig.20 shows a representative specimen 
(group A) which failed from delamination in the 
interproximal area. Fig.21 shows exceptionally 
large chipping, including the incisal edge 
(group S). No bulk fracture or fracture of the 
zirconia die was observed. 

(Figure 18+19) Relia-
bility at a use stress 
of 200 N plotted 
against loading cycles 
at 2-sided 90% confi-
dence bounds. Fig.18 
shows the graph of 
the reliability analysis 
of group S (black 
points and line). 
Fig.19 shows the 
graph of the reliabil-
ity analysis of 
group A (blue points 
and line). The confi-
dence bounds of 
both groups are rep-
resented by the red 
lines. A detailed de-
scription of the relia-
bility calculation is 
given in table 7. 
 

Fig. 18 

Fig. 19 
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